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EAGLES OPEN OVC SEASON, TACKLE TECH 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Senior guard Guy Minnifield is closing in on the 
coveted 1,000-career-points plateau as the Morehead State Eagles open their 
Ohio Valley Conference season this week against Middle Tennessee (Jan. 12) 
and Tennessee Tech (Jan. 13), both home engagements. 
Minnifield, a 6-2 senior from Lexington, now stands at 994 points, 
only six away from becoming the 18th player in MSU history to reach the 
1,000-point level. A transfer from Iowa State, Minnifield is in his third 
season as an Eagle after earning a ll-conference honors his previous two 
years at MSU . 
While it is almost certain Minnifield will break the barrier during the 
Middle Tennessee game, the Eagles must concentrate on hanging a pair of wins 
out to start the OVC season. Tabbed as pre-season favorites to win their 
first conference championship outright, the Eag les will be the target of 
every OVC team. 
Middle Tennesse is the first team to have a chance at shooting the 
Eagles out of the saddle. To do so, the Blue Raiders will have to end a 
14- game winning streak the Eagles have fashioned at the Academic-Athletic 
Center. 
MTSU comes to Morehead looking for its first OVC win after dropping 
to 5-6 with a 70-60 loss to TTU at Cookeville Saturday night . Coach Stan 
Simpson's squad is led by sophomore LaRae Davis, who is hitting at a 16.l 
per game pace. 
-more-
EAGLES OPEN OVC SEASON, TACKLE TECH 2-2-2-2-2 
Tennessee Tech's Golden Eagles visit the AAC for a late-night fling 
with MSU. An 11:30 p.m. tip-off will accomodate OVC fans watching on the 
conference's "Friday Night Live" network . It wil l be the first home 
appearance on the conference network for the Eagles, who won the first 
"Friday Night Live" game ever last year, a 61-60 squeaker at Austin Peay . 
The Golden Eagles, tabbed as runners-up to MSU in pre-season polling , 
are led by All-OVC selection Stephen Kite. The 6-6 sophomore heads the 
TTU team in both scoring (16.6) and rebounding (7 .0 ) . He is joined in 
double digit scoring by 6-2 guard Jimmy Elliott (12.0) and 6-3 guard Danny 
Schultz (10.0). 
MSU has enjoyed the play of senior forward Jeff Tucker. Relegated to 
a substitute role after the fourth game of the season, Tucker has come on 
strong off the bench to lead the Eagles in scoring in three of the six games 
he has made relief appearances in, including a 13-point performance against 
Louisville backed by 19 at Tennessee State. 
Minnifield and Tucker are neck and neck for the team scoring honors, 
with Minnifield averaging 13.1 and Tucker close behind at 13.0 . Two other 
Eagles are averaging in double figures: Jeff Tipton at 11.5 and Earl 
Harrison at 10.2. Both are tied for the team rebounding lead with 7 . 1. 
Sparked by Tucker's strong play , the Eagle bench is maintaining a 
commanding lead over opponents' relievers. The MSU bench is averaging 30.2 
points per game, while foes have been managing only 17.2. The Eagles also 
are holding a +4.5 rebounding margin. 
Following this week's play, MSU returns to the road with trips to Austin 
Peay and Murray State followed by the Ohio swing to Youngstown State and 
Akron. The Eagles return home for a Jan. 31 engagement with Western 
Kentucky. 
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LADY EAGLES OPEN OVC SLATE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The three teams that have dominated Ohio Valley 
Conference women's basketball over the last six seasons will see action 
this week in the Academic-Athletic Center. 
Co.nference pre-season pick Middle Tennessee and Tennessee Tech will visi c. 
the Morehead State Lady Eagles this Thursday and Friday as MSU opens OVC play 
Since the OVC started women's basketball competition, Tennessee Tech 
has won the championship three times, MTSU twice and Morehead State once , 
in 1979 . 
"These three program have had the most consistent teams since t~e 
9 OVC started play," said Lady Eagle coach Mickey Wells. "Tennessee Tech 
/ has won the title more than any other team and they've always had the great 
teams and great players. Both teams are strong once again this season." 
MTSU and TTU opened up their conference slate last Saturday in Cookevi l l ~ 
Tenn., and each will face the Eastern Kentucky Lady Colonels on their swing 
through Kentucky. 
Middle Tennessee will face the Lady Eagles at 5 p.m. this Thursday after 
Larry Inman's club battled the University of Kentucky on Monday . 
The Lady Raiders brought a 2-5 record into the Tech matchup, but Well s 
believes MTSU is a team ready to explode . 
"Middle is loaded again this year," he said. "Their record is down 
because of the strong competition so far. They ' ve played Mississippi, 
Western Kentucky, and Florida State, all on the road." 
-more-
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LADY EAGLES OPEN OVC SLATE 
"They have received some great performances already from some of their 
freshmen , " Wells continued. "They may have the best two freshmen in the 
conference in Kim Webb and Kay Willbanks." 
After seven games, Webb was averaging 17.2 points a game, while 
Willbanks was adding 10.2 points and 7.2 rebounds a game. 
If the best freshman does not belong to Middle, then Cheryl Taylor of 
TTU probably is the frontrunner. Tech and MSU meet Friday at 8 p.m. 
"Taylor has given Tech a great boost this year," said Wells of the 6-3 
center, who is averaging 17.1 points and 14 .6 rebounds per outing. "They 
were expecting to be down a little this year, but with Taylor playing the 
way she has been, they will contend for the title again this season." 
Riding a three-game winning streak, the Lady Eagles also will counter 
with a strong first-year performer. Bernice Linner, a 6-1 forward from 
Cincinnati, has led MSU in scoring and rebounding in the last two games. 
"Bernice has come on since we started practice , " said Wells. " It 
takes some time for a freshman to learn the system, and Bernice is starting 
to get more into the flow of our offense." 
Linner is averaging 10.7 points and 5.0 rebounds a game as the Lady 
Eagles have started their season with a 5-2 record. 
Leading the MSU scoring is junior Connie Appelman with 12.0 points a 
game while shooting better than 56 percent from the floor. 
MSU has a 3-1 record at home this year, with the only loss coming 
against Ohio State in the season opener. 
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EAGLE FOOTBALL LANDS THREE 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three experienced players will play football for Bill 
Baldridge at Morehead State next fall. Two junior college players and a 
transfer from the University of Kansas have committed to the Eagles. 
Matt Tilton, a kicker from the College of DuPage in Glen Ellyn, Ill., 
will join the Eagles during spring practices . He scored 55 points for 
DuPage last year and ranked eighth in the nation in scoring. He was 
successful on 28 of 30 extra point attempts and hit nine of 19 field goal 
tries, with a long of 41 yards. His 22- yard field goal against Harper 
Junior College gave DuPage a·9-7 last-second win and a berth in the Like 
~ola Bowl, DuPage's first bowl appearance. 
The Eagle defense will get help from Doug Mc~ahon, a 6-0, 195-pound 
strong safety from Triton Junior College in River Grove, Ill. Baldridge 
plans to move McMahon from safety to outside linebacker in his wide tackle 
six defense. At Triton, McMahon was second in tackles -with 33 solos and 
46 assists, with four interceptions to his credit. Both he and Tilton were 
All-North Central Community College Conference selections and All-Region 4 
choices. 
Also joining the Eagles is wide receiver Todd Short, a transfer from 
Kansas who will be eligible to play immediately since the Jayhawks are on 
NCAA probation. The Los Angeles native will have two years of playing time 
at MSU after redshirting at KU last year . 
The three join junior college All-American Jeff McGuire as the first 
four recruits signed by Baldridge and his staff. 
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GAME NOTES 
Middle Tennessee State Blue Raiders (5-6) 
vs. Morehead State Eagles (7-3) 
Jan. 12, 1984, 7:30 p.m. 
Academic-Athletic Center (7,000) 
GAME 11 
THE SERIES: Th·e Eagles hold a 41-23 advantage in the rivalry, which dates 
back to the 1952-53 season. MSU jumped out to an early lead in the 
series, winning the first ten games and 20 of the first 24. Since 
the 1963-64 season, it has been nip and tuck. MSU's two wins last 
year moved them ahead in the 20- year competition with a 21-19 lead 
over the last two decades. 
MINNIFIELD MAKES IT: Senior guard Guy Minnifield will reach the 1,000-point 
mark this evening, barring injury or acts of God. He currently has 
996 points over his 2\ years at MSU, and his fourth point will make 
him the 18th Morehead State ~layer to break the 1,000-point barrier. 
Over his entire collegiate career, Minnifield has 1,153 points, 
including the 157 he scored whi le a freshman at Iowa State. 
INJURY REPORT: Both teams will be without the services of a starter this 
evening. Sophomore guard LaRae Davis is sidelined with a dislocated 
fibula (the small bone in the calf of the leg) suffered in the Tech 
game last Saturday. He is MTSU's leading scorer, averaging 14.7 
per game. MSU's Eddie Childress is doubtful for this evening's game 
due to an injury to a big toe. If he does not see action tonight, it 
will be only the second game he has missed in his career at MSU. Arthur 
Sullivan is pencilled in as his replacement in the starting lineup. 
COACHES: Stan (Ramrod) Simpson is 65-56 in his fifth year at MTSU. He is 
4-4 against Morehead State. Coach Wayne Martin is 83-64 in his sixth 
year at Morehead State. He is 4-6 against Middle Tennessee. 
NEXT GAME: Morehead State vs. Tennessee Tech (Jan. 13, 11:30 p.m.). The 
first "Friday Night Live" broadcast from the AAC will pit the 
pre-season's top two teams against each other for an audience that 
will cover 20 states and include as many as 4 million households. 
MTSU plays Eastern Kentucky on Jan. 14. 
ELSEWHERE IN THE OVC: Austin Peay at Youngstown State; Murray State at 
Akron; Tennessee Tech at Eastern Kentucky. 
EAGLE STRING: The Eagles' home-game string now stands at 14 straight wins. 
The last loss at home was against Murray State on Dec. 18, 1982, 
by a 96-89 score. The Eagles ' AAC record now stands at 29-3, a .906 
percentage. 
TUCKER MSU'S SUPER SIXTH: Jeff Tucker seems to have found his game on the 
bench. As a starter for the Eagles in the firs t four games, the 
Philadelphia native averaged only 7.8 points per game. Since taking 
to the pines to allow Earl Harrison a starting slot, Tucker has 
been on fire , averaging 16.5 points per game and leading MSU in 
scoring three of the six games he has been the sixth man. 
TONIGHT'S OFFICIALS: Robert Bell and Robert McGrath. 
HISTORY BEING MADE? If MSU wins this evening, it will be the Eagles' best 
start since the 1968-69 season, when MSU was 8-3 after 11 games. 
Coach Bob Wright's team went on to an 18-9 record. This year's 
edition of the Eagles hopes to record the first 20-win season in the 
school's history , as well as win MSU's first outright conference 
championship. 
PROBABLE STARTERS: 
Morehead State 
Ht No Name Avg Pos Ht No Name 
6-7 42 Earl Harrison 10.2 F 6-6 34 Doug Lipscomb 10 .0 
5-9 15 Arthur Sullivan 5.8 F 6-4 32 Lonnie Thompson 4.2 
6-11 32 Jeff Tipton 11. 5 C 6-10 42 Raleigh Choice 9.4 
6-2 3 Guy Minnifield 13.1 G 6-3 22 Bryant Woodford 5.2 
6-2 12 Jeff Fultz 2 . 5 G 6-2 24 Maury Mapes 7.0 
TOTALS 4T."T ~ 
STARTERS ADVANTAGE: Morehead State +7.3 
GAME NOTES 
Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles (6-5 , 2-0) 
vs. Morehead State Eagles (7-4, 0-1) 
Jan . 13, 1984, 11:30 p.m. 
Academic-Athletic Center (7,000) 
GA}.fE 12 
THE SERIES: Begun in the 1949-50 season, Morehead State holds a commanding 
45-29 lead in the rivarly . MSU took the first game in the series by 
a score of 80-59 . The last time the two Eagles locked horns was one 
of the most memorable in Ohio Valley Conference tournament play. A 
21-foot jumper by Guy Minnifield at the horn propelled MSU to a 54-53 
victory which, combined with Akron's upset of Murray State, opened the 
gates to Morehead State's first NCAA appearance in 22 years . 
STARTING ALL OVER AGAIN? Last night's l oss to Middle Tennessee snapped a 
14-game home winning streak for Morehead State, which dated back to 
1982. That was the longest winning string the Eagles have fashioned 
in the AAC. 
FRIENDLY CONFINES : The Eagles have enjoyed outstanding success since moving 
to the AAC. In 33 games , MSU has fashioned a 29 - 4 record (.879 
percentage). Of the four losses, two have been to Middle Tennessee, 
one to Southern Illinois in overtime, and one to Murray State. Seven 
of the games in the AAC were decided by three points or less, with 
the Eagles winning six. Three overtime games have been played in the 
AAC, with MSU winning two . The Eagles have averaged 79.9 points per 
game played in their new roost, whi le the opponents have averaged 
68.4. 
MINNIFIELD DID IT! Although the Eagles s truggled last night, senior guard 
r.uy ~innifield hit a high note by becoming the 18th Morehead State 
player to reach the 1,000-point plateau. In the 66 years of MSU 
roundball, the fans have enjoyed seeing a player reach that mark 
an average of once out of every 3\ years. 
COACHES: Tom Deaton is 40-51 in his fourth year at Tech. He is 2-5 against 
Morehead State. Wayne Martin i s 81-65 in his sixth year at Morehead 
State, and is 8-3 against Tech. 
ALL OVER THE LAND: Tonight's (or this morning' s) broadcast on the OVC 
"Friday Night Live" network will be beamed to more than millions of 
homes in 48 states and will reach both east and west coasts, making 
this the largest audience to view a game from the Academic-Athletic 
Center. The signal is being bounced off WesStar across the globe, 
making it available to everyone from Alaska to Zimbabwe. 
NEXT r.AME: The Eagles take to the road for a date with Austin Peay of 
Jan. 19 in Clarksville. Tech hosts Akron that same evening. 
TONIGHT'S OFFICIALS: Charles Vacca and Dale Kelley. 
EAGLES ~EET GOVS, RACERS 
MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Morehead State University ' s basketball Eagles face 
an imnortant road trip this week after opening Ohio Valley Conference 
play last week with a 1-1 record. Coach Wayne Martin's team, now 8-4 
this season, travels to Austin Peay for a Jan . 19 game, followed by a 
visit to perennial conference power Murray State on Jan. 21. Tip- off 
for both games is 8:30 p.m. EST. 
The Eagles hope to up their record against Tennessee schools to 5-2 
at the expense of first-year coach Howard Jackson's Governors, who are 
winless in conference play. MSU's last visit to Winfield Dunn Center 
nroduced a tight f:il-60 win before a red-eyed television audience viewing 
the first OVC "Friday Night Live" telecast. 
To keep hopes for their first outright OVC crown alive, the Ea~les 
must slow down All-OVC candidate Lenny Manning, who leads APSU with an 
18.6 scorin~ average. Manning also tops Gov rebounders with a 6.8 average. 
In previous meetings with the Govs, Martin has built a 9-1 record. 
Of the six times a Martin-coached team has scored more than 100 points in 
a ~ame, two have been against AP~TJ (102-99 and 102-~4, both in the 
1979- 80 season). 
Hhile MSU l eads the series with Austin Peay by a comfortable 26-15 
bulge, the opposite is true against Murray State, which has defeated the 
Ea~les 5q times in 96 tries. Martin and Racer coach Ron Greene entered 
the OVC the same year . Thus far, Greene has come out on top with an 8- 3 
record in head-to- head competition. 
-more-
EAGLES MEET GOVS, RACERS 2-2-2-2-2 
For the first time in several years, Murray State is not the 
pre-season choice to win all the OVC marbles. After taking t h e conference 
title three of the last four years, the Racers are rebuilding. The 
foundation of construction is senior guard Lamont Sleets, ·a pre-senson 
All-OVC pick who leads the Racers with 18. 6 per game. Vada Martin, a 
6-7 junior, heads the Racer rebounders with a 6.9 average. Progress on 
the reconstruction is going well for the Racers, who stand at 7-5. 
A two-game swing through Ohio left the Racers with an .0-2 OVC mark 
as thev head into a Thursday date with Eastern Kentucky. But with Greene 
at the helm, the old saying "They don't rebuild, they just reload" takes 
on new meaning, and the Racers always play tough at home . 
. After a listless start which saw the Eagles drop their OVC opener 
to Middl.e Tennessee, 57-54, MSU came back strong against Tennessee Tech 
on conference television. In an effort to shake the Eagles out of their 
lethargy, Martin inserted 5-9 senior sparkplug Arthur Sullivan into the 
starting lineup in place of All -OVC guard Guy Minnifield . 
The move worked, as Sullivan and his fellow starters all reached 
double figures while downing Tech, i9-72 . The Eagles found cheir shooting 
touch, a long-absent friend, hitting 62 percent from the field whi le 
canning all 17 free throw attempts. 
MSU continued its balanced scoring trend las t week . Four player s 
scored ten points each agains t MTSU , whi le the five starters reached 
double digits against TTU, led by Earl Harrison's 16. 
EAGLE EXTRAS: Harrison and Minnifield were the only t wo OVC players 
named in a listing of top pro prospects by Sporting News . . .. Although guard 
Jeff Fultz is hitting 45 percent f r om the field, he owns t he only two 
perfect FG efforts for MSU this year (2-2 at Kansas and 6-6 vs. TTU) .... 
The last time the Eagles were .perfect from t he line was a 7- 7 effort at 
Austin Peay last year . during their 61-60 win. 
1NfiNfifif 
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EAGLES lv!EET GOVS, RACERS 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - --Morehead State University ' s basketball Eagles face 
an imoortant road trio this week after opening Ohio Valley Conference 
play last week with a 1-1 record. Coach Wayne Martin's team, now 8- 4 
this season, travels to Aus tin Peay for a Jan. 19 game, followed by a 
visit to oerennial conf~re~ce ~ewer ~~~ray Stace on Jan. 21. Tip- off 
f or both games is 8:30 µ .m. EST. 
The Eagles hope to up their record against Tennessee s chools to 5-2 
a t t he expense of first - year coach Howard Jackson ' s Governors, who are 
winl ess in conference play . MSU's last visit to Winfield Dunn Center 
uroduced a ti ?;h t r-1- 60 win be f ore a red-eyed television audience viewin~ 
the first OVC "Friday Night Live" tel ecast. 
To k eep hopes for their first outright OVC crown alive, the Eap.les 
must slow down All - OVC candidate Lenny Manning, who leads APSU with an 
18.6 scorin~ average. Manning a lso tons Gov rebounders with a 6 . 8 aver a0e . 
In previous meetings with t he Govs, Martin has built a 9-1 record . 
a game, cwo have been a.P:ainst A0 ~H (102-99 and 102- 84 , both in the 
1979- 80 season). 
While MSU l eads the series with Austin Peay by a comfortable 26- 15 
bulge, the opposite is true against ~urray State, whi ch has defeated the 
EaRl es 5q times in 96 tries. ~artin and Racer coach Ron Greene entered 
the OVC the same year. Thus far, Greene has come out on top with an 8- 3 
record in head-to-head competition. 
- more-
EAGLES MEET GOVS, RACERS 2-2-2-2-2 
For the first time in several years, Murray State is not the 
pre-season choice to win all the OVC marbles . After taking the conference 
title three of the last four years, the Racers are rebuilding. The 
foundation of construction is senior guard Lamont Sleets, a pre-season 
All-OVC pick who leads the Racers with 18 .6 per game. Vada Martin, a 
6-7 junior, heads the Racer rebounders with a 6.9 average. Progress on 
the reconstruction is going well for the Racers, who stand at 7-5. 
A two-game swing through Ohio left the Racers with an 0-2 OVC mark 
as they head into a Thursday date with Eastern Kentucky. But with Greene 
at the helm, the old saying "They don't rebuild , they just reload" takes 
on new meaning, and the Racers always play tough at home . 
After a listless start which saw the Eagles drop their OVC opener 
to Middle Tennessee, 57-54, MSU came back strong against Tennessee Tech 
on conference television. In an effort to shake the Eagles out of their 
lethargy, Martin inserted 5-9 senior sparkplug Arthur Sullivan into the 
starting lineup in place of All-OVC guard Guy Minnifield. 
The move worked, as Sullivan and his fellow starters all reached 
double figures while downing Tech, 79-72. The Eagles found their shooting 
touch, a long-absent friend , hitting 62 percent from the field while 
canning all 17 free throw attempts. 
MSU continued its balanced scor ing trend last week. Four players 
scored ten points each against MTSU, while the five starters reached 
double digits against TTU, led by Earl Harrison's 16. 
EAGLE EXTRAS: Harrison and Minnifield were the only two OVC players 
named in a listing of top pro prospects by Sporting News .... Although guard 
Jeff Fultz is hitting 45 percent from the field, he owns the only two 
perfect FG efforts for MSU this year (2-2 at Kansas and 6-6 vs. TTU) ... . 
The last time the Eagles were perfect from the line was a 7-7 effort at 
Austin Peay last year during their 61-60 win. 
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LADY EAGLES BEGIN SIX-GAME ROAD SWING 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---After winning four of six games during their 
longest homestand of the season, the Morehead State Lady Eagles begin 
a six-game road swing to Tennessee and the far reaches of western Kentucky 
this week. 
The Lady Eagles, 6-4 overall after back-to-back losses to 
Tennessee Tech and Virginia Tech , will play at Austin Peay Jan. 17, and 
at Murray State Jan. 19. 
Austin Peay is the turnaround team in Ohio Valley Conference 
women's basketball. After posting a 2-24 record last year, Pam Davidson's 
squad has bounced back to compile a 9-1 record overall, and a 2-0 mark 
in the Ohio Valley Conference. 
"They are a much improved team," said Lady Eagle head coach Mickey 
Wells, who is 11-0 against APSU. "They p lay an aggressive defense and 
that's not what we want to see right now. We're just turning the ball 
over too much." 
Austin Peay opened OVC play last weekend, defeating Akron and 
Youngstown State on the road. 
Two nights later, the Lady Eagles meet the Lady Racers of Murray 
State at Racer Arena. 
"Murray is playing better this year and they can hurt you two ways," 
Wells said. "They have the shooting to beat you from the outside and 
their inside play compliments the fine shooting. 
"Murray will play a pressing defense and a key for us is to be 
able to break the press." 
The Lady Racers, 3-8 overall and 1-1 in the conference, will entertain 
- MORE-
LADY EAGLES BEGIN SIX-GAME ROAD SWING 2-2-2-2-2 
Eastern Kentucky on Thursday before facing Morehead State. Murray State 
split two p_;runes at Akron and Youngstown State last weekend. 
Karen Hubert tops Murray State in both scoring and rebounding with 
19.0 and 10.5 averages respectively. Guard Lori Barrett is adding 12 .5 
point per outing, while Melody Ottinger adds rebounding strength with 9.5 
boards a game . 
The Lady Eagles knocked off ore-season favorite Middle Tennessee last 
Thursday, then dropped a five-point decision to Tennessee Tech at home. 
"The Middle game was a big win, but we didn't play well the next 
night against Tech," said Wells. 
The Golden Eaglettes opened the game by scoring the first ten points 
and led by as many as 19 in the second half before MSU sliced the lead to 
five on three occassions. 
"We need to get better play in the first half this week or we 'll be 
in trouble ," added Wells. 
MSU lost Monday night to Virginia Tech at home, 75-62, and scored just 
19 points in the first half. 
Following the two grunes this week, Morehead State will travel to 
Morthern Kentucky on Jan. 24, Youngstown State on Jan. 26, Akron on 
Jan. 28, and Cincinnati on Jan. 31. 
iNHNHI# 
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LADY EAGLES BEGIN SIX-GAME ROAD SWING 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---After winning four of six games during their 
longest homestand of the season, the Morehead State Lady Eagles begin 
a six-game road swing to Tennessee and the far reaches of western Kentucky 
this week. 
The Lady Eagles, 6-4 overall after back-to-back losses to 
Tennessee Tech and Virginia Tech, will play at Austin Peay Jan. 17, and 
at Murray State Jan. 19. 
Austin Peay is the turnaround team in Ohio Valley Conference 
women ' s basketbal l . After posting a 2-24 record last year, Pam Davidson's 
squad has bounced back to compile a 9-1 record overall, and a 2-0 mark t the Ohio Valley Conference. 
"They are a much improved team," .said Lady Eagle head coach Mickey 
Wells, who is 11-0 against APSU. "They p l ay an aggressive defense and 
that's not what we want to see right now. We're just turning the ball 
over too much." 
Austin Peay opened OVC play l ast weekend, defeating Akron and 
Youngstown State on the road. 
Two nights later, the Lady Eagles meet the Lady Racers of Murray 
State at Racer Arena. 
"Murray is playing better this year and they can hurt you two ways," 
Wells said. "They have the shooting to beat you from the outside and 
their inside play compliments the fine shooting. 
"Murray will play a pressing defense and a key for us is to be 
to break the press." 
The Lady Racers, 3-8 overall and 1-1 in the conference, will entertain 
-MORE-
• . ADY EAGLES BEGIN SIX-GAME ROAD SWING 2-2-2-2-2 
Eastern Kentucky on Thursday before facing Morehead State . Murray State 
split two ~ames at Akron and Youngstown State last weekend. 
Karen Hubert tops Murray State in both scoring and rebounding with 
19.0 and 10.5 averages respectively. Guard Lori Barrett is adding 12.5 
point per outing, while Melody Ottinger adds rebounding strength with 9 . 5 
boards a g ame . 
The Lady Eagles knocked off pre-season favorite Middle Tennessee last 
Thursday, then dropped a five-point decision to Tennessee Tech at home. 
"The Middle game was a big win, but we didn't play well the next 
night against Tech," said Wells. 
The Golden Eaglettes opened the game by scoring the first ten points 
•
and led by as many as 19 in the second half before MSU sliced the lead to 
five on three occassions. 
I 
"We need to get better play in the first half this week or we'll be 
in trouble," added Wells . 
MSU lost Monday night to Virginia Tech at home, 75-62, and scored just 
19 points in the first half. 
Following the two games this week, Morehead State will travel to 
Morthern Kentucky on Jan. 24, Youngstown State on Jan. 26, Akron on 
Jan. 28, and Cincinnati on Jan. 31. 
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EAGLE SWIMMERS COMBINE FOR BEREA RELAYS 
MOREHEAD, KY -- The Morehead State University men's and women's 
swimming teams not only will be attending the same relays, but will get 
a chance to participate on the same relay squads as the Eagles travel to 
the six-team Berea Relays on Saturday . 
Both of MSU Coach Bob Willey's squads have been idle since a 
quadrangular on December 10 and the 12-event meet on Saturday will give 
the Eagles a chance to show the strength of a combined squad. 
A Relay team could be all men, all women, or a combination of two 
in the unscored meet. That is why Willey believes a balanced team will 
have a good day. 
"Overall, the best team there will be Centre, since they have a 
fairly good men's and women's team," said Willey. "While Berea has a 
strong men's team, but it will take more balance to win the most events." 
Other than Centre and Berea, the rest of the field includes 
Transylvania and Union. The last time MSU entered this type of meet, 
the Eagles had a good showing, however, Willey is not optimistic 
about a repeat performance. 
"We won three events and set one record the last time we were in 
this sty le of meet, but since then we've lost a couple of swimmers," 
said Willey . 
Following the Berea Relays, both of MSU teams will have a road 
b a ttle against Union on Tuesday, January 24, at 2 p .m. in Barbourville . 
Willey has one basic goal in the two meets . 
(more) 
"'AGLE SWIMMERS COMBINE FOR BEREA RELAYS 2-2-2-2-2 
"Right now we ' re trying to find out what events to place people in 
for the stat e meet and try to record some good times for seeding 
purposes," Hilley said. 
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EAGLE SWIMMERS COMBINE FOR BEREA RELAYS 
MOREHEAD, KY -- The Morehead State University men's and women's 
swimming teams not only will be attending the same relays, but will get 
a chance to participate on the same relay squads as the Eagles travel to 
the six-team Berea Relays on Saturday. 
Both of MSU Coach Bob Willey's squads have been idle since a 
quadrangular on December 10 and the 12-event meet on Saturday will give 
the Eagles a chance to show the strength of a combined squad. 
A Relay team could be all men, all women, or a combination of two 
in the unscored meet. That is why Willey believes a balanced team will 
have a good day. 
"Overall, the best team there will be Centre, since they have a 
fairly good men's and women's team," said Willey. "While Berea has a 
strong men's team, but it will take more balance to win the most events . " 
Other than Centre and Berea, the rest of the field includes 
Transylvania and Union . The last time MSU entered this type of meet, 
the Eagles had a good showing, however, Willey is not optimistic 
about a repeat performance . 
"We won three events and set one record the last time we were in 
this style of meet, but since then we've lost a couple of swimmers," 
said Willey. 
Following the Berea Relays, both of MSU teams will have a road 
battle against Union on Tuesday, January 24, at 2 p.m. in -Barbourville. 
Willey has one basic goal in the two meets . 
(more) 
AGLE SWIMMERS COMBINE FOR BEREA RELAYS 2-2-2 - 2-2 
"Right now we're trying to find out what events to place people in 
for the state meet and try to record some good times for seeding 
purposes," Hilley said. 
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LADY EAGLES FACE "MUST WIN" ROAD TRIP 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---After s plitting their first four Ohio Valley 
Conference games , the Morehead State Lady Eagles will face a road swing 
to northern Ohio which, according to head coach Mickey Wells, the Lady 
Eagles need a sweep to stay in the conference race. 
"Although it's early in the season, we must win these two games 
if we are going to finish in the uooer four and make the conference _ 
tournament," Wells said. 
"The way Austin Peay and Tennessee Tech have started out, they 
are almost locks for the tournament." 
The Lady Govs, now 4-0 in the OVC, defeated Morehead State 64-51 
last Thursday. Tennessee Tech, 4-1 in conference play, has reeled off 
>ur straight wins in the league and beat the Lady Eagles earlier this 
season, 58-53, at the Academic-Athletic Center. 
The Lady Eagles will play at Youngstown State on Jan. 26 and Akron 
Jan. 28. Coach Wells believes his squad will face similar opponents 
this weekend. 
"We will have the height advantage in both games, but both Youngstown 
State and Akron have a lot more quickness," Wells commented. "They play 
a lot of pressure defense. In order for us to win these games, our 
transition game will have to be at its best." 
The Lady Penguins and Lady Zips lost both their outings in 
Tennessee l ast weekend to fa ll to 1- 4 in OVC play. 
Danielle Carson and Margaret Peters lead the Lady Penguins under 
first-year head coach Ed DiGregorio . 
Carson was averaging 16.8 points a game before the Tennessee trip, 
while Peters was the l eague leader in assists with 76 after 11 g~mes . 
- more-
EAGLES FACE KEY OVC ROAD TRIP 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---In the wake of a successful inaugural Ohio Valley 
Conference road swing, Morehead State's basketball Eagles hit the road 
again this week in a crucial two-game test that will decide the early 
OVC lead . 
The Eagles face OVC co-leader Youngstown State at Beeghly Center 
on the YSU campus on Jan. 26, followed by a visit to Akron's new Health 
and Physical Education Center on Jan. 28. The Eagles then take a break 
from their conference schedule with a Jan. 31 home date with Western 
Kentuckv. 
Youngstown State, the surprise of the OVC thus far, has been powered 
by accurate shooting but plagued by a lack of intensity . Leading four 
starters in double figures is Ray Robinson, a 6-7 forward who is hitting 
13.4 points per game. He is backed by Bruce Timko's 11.9, Troy Williams' 
11 . 8, and Ricky Tunstall's 10.8 scoring averages . Kevin Cherry is the only 
Penguin starter not in double figures, but is not far from it at 9.1. 
Tunstall picked up where he left off last year as the OVC's leading 
shot blocker , having rejected 55 attempts thus far . He also heads up a 
strong rebounding effort with 8.3 boards per outing. 
At 11-5, the Penguins are the only OVC school with a better record than 
MSU's 10-4 start. Having survived several close outings following an 80-51 
drubbing of Akron to start OVC play, the Penguins finally succumbed to 
Tennessee Tech last Saturday to fall into a first-place tie with Tech. The 
Eagles, at 3-1 in OVC play, are a half game behind the 4-1 record of YSU 
and TTU . 
-more-
EAGLES FACE KEY OVC ROAD TRIP 2-2-2-2-2 
After the YSU game, the Eagle s will cover the 45 miles to Akron and 
tackle the OVC's leading sniper, Joe Jakubick , and his fellow Zips. 
Insiders say UA is struggling after playing well early, but coach Bob 
Rupert's squad has been in the hunt lately. In the last three games, the 
Zips have lost by a total of only nine points. 
Jakubick , Akron's "Mr . Franchise," has been bagging_27.3 points : per 
outing as he took over the title of highest scorer in UA history. His 
work is supported by burly Brian Roth, who contributes 15.8 points and 
8.5 rebounds per game. 
The Eagles took two key road games last week with wins at Austin Peay 
and Murray State to improve to 10-4 overall, their best start in 15 years. 
Senior forwards Eddie Childress and Earl Harrison sparked the Eagle assault, 
topping the MSU scoring in both games. Each scored 14 against the Governors 
and 17 against Murray State, while Harrison topped all rebounders at Murray 
with 12, his best board effort this season. 
Childress became the second Eagle to break the 1,000-point barrier this 
vear with his 17 at Murray. The momentous basket came on a breakaway slam 
dunk set up by his own steal to give the Eagles a 68-62 lead late in the game. 
Fouled on the play, Childress recorded his 1,001 point on the free throw and 
now stands at 1,003 overall. Guy Minnifield reached the 1,000-point mark 
against Middle Tennessee and now stands at 1,041. 
Western Kentucky has struggled in Sun Belt competition, entering two 
games this week with a 2-5 conference record and 8-8 overall. Guard Bobby 
Jones heads the Hilltoppers with 16.8 points per game, the only WKU player 
hitting in double figures for coach Clem Haskins . WKU has los t its last 
three games by a total seven points, including a three-overtime loss to 
Jacksonvil le . 
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" We need to stoo those two players," Wells said. If we can s top 
Peters then it will help in s topp ing Carson inside." 
The Lady Zips have been relyin g on the play of K. K. Turner and Ruth 
Whatmough . After 13 games, Turner was averaging 13 .2 points, while 
~Thatmough was at 12.2 points an outing . 
Leading the Lady Eag le s has been junior guard Connie Appelman, who 
was averaging 13.2 points heading into the Lady Eagles matchup with 
Northern Kentucky on Jan. 24 . 
Appelman went over the 500-point plateau in her career against 
Aus tin Peay, and has led MSU in scoring the last four games. She also 
is shooting more than 53 percent f rom the field and 72 percent from the 
free throw line as Morehead State entered the NKU game with a 7-5 overall 
. ecord . 
"Connie has started to come on very strong in the last 10 days or 
so," Wells said. "She is really our only true outside shooter." 
Followin g the OVC road trip , Morehead State will play at Cincinnati 
on Jan. 31. 
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LADY EAGLES FACE "MUST WIN" ROAD TRIP 
MOREHEAD, Ky .---After splitting their first four Ohio Valley 
Conference games, the Morehead State Lady Eagles will face a road swing 
to northern Ohio which, according to head coach Mickey Wells, the Lady 
Eagles need a sweep to stay in the conferen ce race . 
"Although it ' s early in the season, we must win these two games 
if we are going to finish in the uooer four and make the conference ~ 
tournament," Wells said. 
" The way Austin Peay and Tennessee Tech have started out, they 
are almost locks for the tournament." 
The Lady Govs, now 4-0 i n the OVC, defeated Morehead State 64-51 
last Thursday. Tennessee Tech, 4-1 in conference play, has reeled off 
four straight wins in the league and beat the Lady Eag l es earlier this 
season, 58-53, at the Academic- Athletic Center . 
The Lady Eagles will play at Youngstown State on Jan. 26 and Akron 
J an . 28. Coach Wells believes his squad will face s imilar opponents 
this weekend. 
"We will have the height advantage in both games , but both Youngstown 
State and Akron have a lot more quickness, " Wells commented. "They p l ay 
a lot of pressure defense. In order for us to win these games, our 
transition game will have to be at its best ." 
The Lady Penguins and Lady Zips lost both their outings in 
Tennessee last weekend to fall to 1- 4 in OVC play. 
Danielle Carson and Margaret Peter s l ead the Lady Penguins under 
first-year head coach Ed DiGregorio . 
Carson was averaging 16.8 points a game before the Tennessee trip, 
while Peters was the l eague leader in assists with 76 after 11 games . 
-more-
LADY EAGLES FACE "MUST WIN" ROAD TRIP 2-2-2-2 
"We need to s top those two -players," Wells said. I f we can stop 
Peter s then it will help in s topp ing Carson inside ." 
The Lady Zips have been relying on the play of K. K. Turner and Ruth 
Whatmough. After 13 games, Turner was averaging 13. 2 points, while 
Whatmough was a t 12.2 points an outing . 
Leading the Lady Eagles has been junior guard Connie Appelman, who 
was averaging 13 .2 points heading into the Lady Eagles matchup with 
Northern Kentu cky on Jan. 24 . 
Appelman went over the 500-point plateau in her career against 
Austin Peay, and has led MSU in scoring the last four games. She a l so 
is shooting more than 53 percent from the field and 72 percent from the 
free throw line as Morehead State entered the NKU game with a 7-5 overall 
record. 
"Connie has started to come on very strong in the last 10 days or 
so, " Wells said. "She is rea lly our only true outside s hooter. " 
Following the OVC road t rip, Morehead State wil l play at Cincinnati 
on Jan . 31. 
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EAGLES REACH OVC MIDPOINT AT EASTERN 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---After taking a break from their Ohio Valley Conference 
schedule t onight with a home game against Western Kentucky, the Morehead 
·state Eagles return to the road· and the OVC bat t le with a date at Eastern 
Kentucky at 4 p.m . Feb. 4. 
Poised only a half game behind league leader Tennessee Tech, the Eagles 
have been riding the crest of what experts predicted of them--balanced 
play from the seven seniors. 
In overall play , the Eag les have four players in double f i gures, 
lead by seni or guard Guy Minnifield's 12 .2 pc:r _game . In league play, 
senior forward Earl Earrison tops the list with a 14.8 scoring rate . 
Harrison also is MSU's top rebounder , averaging 7 . 3 overall and 7 .8 in 
conference action, including two 12- rebound games in the l ast three outings. 
Eastern Kentucky , although at 6-12 on the season and 1-5 in OVC play, 
gives Morehead State coach Wayne Mar tin cause for worry. 
"I'm concerned any time Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State play," 
he said. ~Prior successes and failures appear insignificant when the two 
meet. It's a strong rivalry spawned from geographical proximity, students 
at both institutions who have attended the same high schools, and l ong-
standing tradition." 
One cause for concern is the Colonels' s terling freshman guard, 
Antonio Parris. 
"Parris is definitely and outstanding player," commented Martin. 
The EKU game will be a high-water mark in many ways for the Eagles. 
-more-
EAGLES REACH OVC MIDPOINT AT EASTERN 2-2-2-2-2 
If the Eagles defeat Western Kentucky, a win at EKU would ensure 
MSU a winning season, their fifth in the six-year tenure of Martin. The 
battle at Richmond also is the midway point of the OVC season for MSU. 
If the Eagles can finish the first half with a 6-1 league record, then 
the home stretch will provide the Eagles the advantage of only two road 
games out of the seven r emaining. 
The EKU game also serves as a landmark for senior forward Eddie 
Childress. MSU 's "Iron Man," he will take part in his 100th game in an 
Eagle uniform at EKU. The Muncie, Ind., native has missed only one game 
during his stint at MSU, but took a redshirt season after knee surgery 
between his sophomore and junior years . 
Senior guard Jeff Fultz has been playing a quietly effective game 
in the OVC. The Richmond native is hitting 73 percent of his field goal 
attempts against conference foes while averaging six assists per game. He 
-
enjoyed a pair of solid games in the "Ice Valley" swing, dishing out nine 
scoring passes in each contest. With 72 thus far, he only needs 15 more 
to pass his personal season best of 87, set last year when his midseason 
blossoming sparked the Eagles to their NCAA berth. 
EAGLE EXTRAS: Perhaps the Dallas Cowboys are right about their 
supposed "Blue Jersey Jinx." The Cowboys prefer not to wear their blue 
jerseys because of a tendency to lose in them, and four Eagle losses this 
year have been when the blue road uniforms have been worn. Three games were 
road dates, and the Middle Tennessee loss was at home but MSU worn its blue 
because of league uniform rules .... The Eagles have been eagle- eyed from the 
f ield in OVC play, hitting 54 percent of their shots against league foes. 
Also hot from the line, MSU is shooting 77 . 3 percent on free throws . . .. The 
bench remains a key to MSU success. The Eagles have a +11.5 overall bench 
margin, +9.1 in OVC play. 
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GAME NOTES 
Western Kentucky (8-11, 2-6 in Sun Belt) 
vs. Morehead State (12-4, 5-1 in Ohio Valley) 
Jan. 31 , 1984, 7:30 p.m . 
Academic-Athletic Center (7,000) 
GAME 17 
WELCOME BACK: Following two weeks of road games, the Eagles close out the 
month of January in the friendly confines of the AAC. MSU has played 
at home only three times this month. The Eagles enjoy an .882 winning 
percentage in their three years in the AAC , compiling an impressive 
30-4 record. 
HOT STUFF: The Eagles are off to their best start since the 1966-67 season, 
when coach Rob ·wright's crew jumped out to a similar 12-4 record. 
After extending that mark to 13-4, the Eagles got their wings clipped 
and ended with a 16-8 record. Western Kentucky beat MSU three times 
that year . 
BALANCED BOMBING, BOARDS: The Eagles' balanced attack is seen in the 
single-game leaders for scoring and rebounding. Seven Eagles have 
led or shared in scoring honors, while five have been tops in 
rebounds. The most prolific: in scoring, Jeff Tucker with a total 
of five; in rebounding, Earl Harrison and Jeff Tipton with six each 
(Tipton's total includes\ credit for two shared-honors games). 
OTHER OVC ACTION: North Carolina-Wilmington at Akron. 
NEXT GAME: At Eastern Kentucky, Feb . 4, 4 p.m. Wins against WKU and EKU 
will ensure the Eagles a winning season this year, their fifth in 
Wavne Martin's six-year tenure. The Eastern game also marks the 
halfway point of MSU's conference schedule . Of the seven remaining 
OVC games, the Eagles will be at home for five. 
CHILDRESS CHIPS: Senior forward Eddie Childress has scored 1 ,033 points 
during his four- year career at MSU, which ranks him 16th among the 
Eagles ' all-time scorers. He needs only 16 more to tie for 15th. 
Tonight marks the 99th game the Muncie , Ind . , native has played in 
a Morehead State uniform . He'll reach the 100-game plateau this 
Saturday at Eastern Kentucky. MSU's "Iron Man," he has missed only 
one game while available for action. He sat out the 1981-82 season 
fo llowing knee surgery. 
MINNIFIELD MINUTE: Senior guard Guy Minnifield has scored 1,060 points 
during his three-year career as an Eagle, ranking him 14th in MSU's 
scoring parade . He'll need 63 before he can move up to lucky 13th. 
He's also two away from his 250th assist at MSU, but that trails the 
Eagles' all-time leader in that category, Howard Wallen (412, 1971-74) . 
TONIGHT'S OFFICIALS: Robert McGrath and Charles Vacca, both of the OVC . 
FLASHY FULTZ: Senior guard Jeff Fultz is repeating last year's mid-season 
burst which powered the Eagles to the NCAA. Since entering OVC play, 
he is shooting . 727 from the field and .846 from the line, averaging 
7.2 points and 6.0 ass ists per game. With the 18 he picked up during 
the "Ice Valley" swing, the Richmond native now stands at 232 career 
assists and is only 15 shy of breaking his personal season best 
(87, 1982-83). 
OLD HOME DAY: Two people involved with tonight's game hail from Jasper, 
Ind., the "Nation's Wood Capital" because of all the wood products 
manufactured there . WKU's Mike Ballenger is a graduate of Jasper 
High School, where he was a three-sport standout for the Wildcats. 
Craig Bohnert, the Morehead State SID, also was born in Jasper, but 
moved to Evansville at the age of seven. Although Ballenger and 
Bohnert have never met, there is a connection between the families 
... Bohnert's father dated Ballenger's mother in high school. 
PROBABLE STARTERS: 
Morehead State Western Kentucky 
Ht No Name Avg/OVC Pos Ht No Name Avg 
6-6 33 Eddie Childress 9.6/12.2 F 6-5 30 Johnny Taylor 3.9 
6-7 42 Earl Harrison 11.9/14.8 F 6-6 40 Gary Carver 9.6 
6-11 32 Jeff Tipton 11. 4/ 11. 2 C 6-9 33 Kannard Johnson 10. 3 
6-2 12 Jeff Fultz 4 . 3/7 . 2 G 5-10 15 Bobby Jones 15 . 5 
6-2 3 Guy Minnifield 12 .2/10.7 G 6-1 20 Billy Gordon 7.4 
MAYBE THEY'VE GOT SOMETHING ... : Perhaps the Dalls Cowboys are right in 
their "Blue Jersey Jinx." The NFL team prefers to wear their white 
jerseys because of a tendency to lose when clad in their blue road 
uniforms. The Eagles' four losses this season have come when they 
were clad in their blue uniforms. Three were road games, and the 
Middle Tennessee game was a home date but the Eagles decked out in 
the blue because of OVC rules which have the teams interchange to 
save the travelling team the hassle of finding a laundry to wash 
the clothes between games on the typical two-game road swings in 
the league. MSU has a 6-4 record in the blue, 6-0 in white. 
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EAGLE SWI MMERS FINISH DUAL SEASON 
MOREHEAD, Ky . ---The state meet is only two weeks away, but the 
Morehead State University men's and women's swim teams have two more chances 
to polis h their s trokes . 
The Eag les travel to Transy lvania University on Saturday , Feb. 4, at 
1 o . m., and Eas tern Kentucky on Tuesday, Feb . 7 , at 6 p.m. 
In a loss to Louisville last Saturday, MSU head coach Bob Willey saw his 
women's record drop to 4-5 while his men fe l l t o 5-7 . Despite the double 
los s, Willey wi tnessed a positive sign in faster times from every Eagle 
swirrrrner and would like nothing better than to see the times c ontinue to 
"Rig ht now, we're just trying to build up for the state meet and 
make the necessary changes to speed up our progress," said Willey. "I 
want t o see our times continue to drop . We need to become more intense and 
wor k toward our state meet time goals." 
Willey will split his squads against Transylvania and combine them 
against the Colonels' 5-2 men's squad. 
"The Transy lvania meet should be a good one to watch since they are 
at our level," said Willey, "but we will have our hands full against Eastern, 
s ince they 're one of the best teams in the state." 
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EAGLES REACH OVC MIDPOINT AT EASTERN 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - --After taking a break from their Ohio Valley Conference 
schedule tonight with a home game against Western Kentucky, the Morehead 
State Eagles return to the road and the OVC battle with a date at Eastern 
Kentucky at 4 p.m. Feb. 4. 
Poised only a half game behind league leader Tennessee Tech, the Eagles 
have been riding the crest of what experts predicted of them--balanced 
play from the seven seniors. 
In overall play, the Eagles have four players in double figures, 
lead by senior guard Guy Minnifield's 12.2 per game. In league play, 
senior forward Earl Harrison tops the list with a 14 . 8 scoring rate. 
Harrison also is MSU ' s top rebounder, averaging 7.3 overall and 7.8 in 
conference action, including two 12-rebound games in the last three outings. 
Eastern Kentucky, although at 6-12 on the season and 1-5 in OVC play, 
gives Morehead State coach Wayne Martin cause for worry. 
"I'm concerned any time Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State play," 
he said. "Prior successes and failures appear insignificant when the two 
meet. It's a strong rivalry spawned from geographical proximity, students 
at both institutions who have attended the same high schools, and long-
standing tradition." 
One cause for concern is the Colonels' sterling freshman guard, 
Antonio Parris . 
"Parris is definitely and outstanding player," commented Martin . 
The EKU game will be a high-water mark in many ways for the Eagles. 
-more-
EAGLES REACH OVC MIDPOINT AT EASTERN 2-2-2-2-2 
If the Eagles defeat Western Kentucky, a win at EKU would ensure 
MSU a winning season, their fifth in the six-year tenure of Martin. The 
battle at Richmond also is the midway point of the OVC season for MSU. 
If the Eagles can finish the first half with a 6-1 league record, then 
the home stretch will provide the Eagles the advantage of only two road 
games out of the seven remaining. 
The EKU game also serves as a landmark for senior forward Eddie 
Childress . MSU's "Iron Man," he will take part in his 100th game in an 
Eagle uniform at EKU. The Muncie, Ind., native has missed only one game 
during his stint at MSU, but took a redshirt season after knee surgery 
between his sophomore and junior years. 
Senior guard Jeff Fultz has been playing a quietly effective game 
in the OVC. The Richmond native is hitting 73 percent of his field goal 
attempts against conference foes while averaging six assists per game. He 
enjoved a pair of solid games in the "Ice Valley" swing, dishing out nine 
scoring passes in each contest. With 72 thus far, he only needs 15 more 
to pass his personal season best of 87, set last year when his midseason 
blossoming sparked the Eagles to their NCAA berth. 
EAGLE EXTRAS: Perhaps the Dallas Cowboys are right about their 
supposed "Blue Jersey Jinx." The Cowboys prefer not to wear their blue 
jerseys because of a tendency to lose in them, and four Eagle losses this 
year have been when the blue road uniforms have been worn. Three games were 
road dates , and the Middle Tennessee loss was at home but MSU worn its blue 
because of league uniform rules .... The Eagles have been eagle-eyed from the 
field in OVC play, hitting 54 percent of their shots against league foes. 
Also hot from the line, MSU is shooting 77.3 percent on free throws . .. . The 
bench remains a key to MSU success. The Eagles have a +11.5 overall bench 
margin , +9.1 in OVC play. 
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LADY EAGLES HOST WESTERN CAROLINA; MEET EKU 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---When the Ohio Valley Conference coaches voted 
Morehead State to finish second in the pre-season women's basketball 
ratings this season, not many would have guessed the Lady Eagles would 
be 3-3 in conference play at this juncture of the OVC season, tied for 
fourth place with Austin Peay. 
The Lady Eagles and Lady Govs are notched fo r the final spot to 
qualify for the post-season tournament, to be held at the site of the 
regular season champion. Tennessee Tech currently leads the league 
with a 6-1 mark , while Eastern Kentucky, MSU's opponent Feb. 4, is at 
5-1. 
"Eastern Kentucky would like nothing better than to get that sixth 
OVC win at home against us," said Lady Eagle head coach Mickey Wells, 
whose team lost at Cincinnati on Tuesday, 72-65, to fall to 9-7 
overall. 
"Eastern Kentucky is playing super basketball right now, and I 
think the key for them this season is they have an inside and outside 
game," Wells said. "Goodin and Cottle can come at you from both 
directions." 
Lisa Goodin, a 5-6 senior guard, is second on the team in scoring 
at 14.4 points points per game . Tina Cottle, a 6-1 junior center, leads 
the squad with 15.4 points and 9.4 rebounds an outing. 
"We consider this game a 'must win' situation if we have any hopes 
of finishing in the top three," Wells said. "We 're tied with Austin 
Peay and we have them here later on this season. " 
Following the EKU clash, MSU will have five of their seven remaining 
OVC games at home, including the Lady Govs on Feb. 23. 
-more-
LADY EAGLES HOST WESTERN CAROLINA; MEET EKU 2-2-2-2 
Morehead State will tune up for the Lady Colonel matchup by 
entertaining the Lady Catamounts of Western Carolina Feb . 3 a t 7 : 30 p .m. 
Western Carolina , a member of the Southern Conference, is somewhat 
of a mys tery to Wells and his coaching staff. 
"We don't really know a whole lot about Western Carolina," Wells 
said. "They play Marshall a day after our game and we do know that 
Marshall beat them by 20 points or so the first time they played." 
MSU defeated Marshall on Dec . 15, 70-57 , at the Academic-Athletic 
Center . 
"They have a small team, but aside from that I'm not sure what to 
expect b ecause they haven't played around here for us to scout them," 
Wells added. 
The game will mark the first ever meeting between the two teams. 
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GAME NOTES 
Tennessee State Big Blue Tigers (8-11) 
vs. Morehead State Eagles (14-4, 6-1 OVC) 
Feb. 6, 1984, 7:30 p.m. 
Academic-Athletic Center (7,000) 
GAME 19 
THE SERIES: The Eagles took a 2-1 lead in the series with a 68-67 win at 
Nashville on Jan. 4. The Eagles won the first meeting between the 
two schools by an 88-80 margin at the beginning of the 1980-81 season , 
Wayne Martin's third and his only losing season at MSU, when the 
Eagles ended 11-15. TSU was able to avenge that loss with an 86-79 
victory over the Eagles at the end of that s eason. 
LAST MEETING: After an 85-50 drubbing at the hands of Louisville on Jan . 3, 
the Eagles boarded bus and headed for Tennessee State the next evening. 
The effects of the run-and-gun game the night before showed on a weary 
MSU squad, which was down by 12 in the second half. A late rally by 
the Eagles was capped by a twisting lay-up by Guy Minnifield with 15 
seconds left in the game. The basket tied the game, and a free throw 
by Minnifield off of a foul during the shot resulted in the 68-67 
margin. TSU had the opportunity to win on a last-second shot by 
Ronnie Cage, but the ball drew iron on Cage's 20-foot attempt from the 
left corner at the horn. 
SINCE THEN: In the ensueing month, the Eagles and Tigers have gone down 
different roads. MSU has won seven straight following a stunning loss 
at home to Middle Tennessee. The Eagles now stand in a two-way tie 
for the Ohio Valley Conference lead with Tennessee Tech, the first 
victim in the seven-game string. TSU, on the other hand, is 3-5 since 
Jan. 4, including losses to OVC members Tennessee Tech (73-69 on Jan . 16) 
and Middle Tennessee (77-71 on Feb. 2). 
EAGLES CLOSE ON RECORD: Tonight's game could be a landmark for the Eagles. 
If MSU wins, the eight-game win str~ak will tie the school record for 
consecutive wins, a feat performed only twice in MSU's 54-year basketbal l 
history. The 1936-37 Eagles were the first to record eight straight, 
and the 1944-45 team achieved that mark as well. 
ANOTHER WINNER: Last Saturday's win over Eastern Kentucky assured the 
Eagles of no worse than a .500 season. With a 27-game schedule, 
the Eagles mathematically could end at .500 by losing all remaining 
games and a first-round game in the OVC tournament. However, with 
seven of the nine remaining games in the OVC, the chances of the Eagles 
losing all seven and still advancing to the tournament would be quite 
slim. This season's winning record will be Wayne Martin's fifth in his 
six at MSU. 
THREE AT 1,000: Tonight's game will feature three members of their schools' 
1,000-point club. MSU's Guy Minnifield and Eddie Childress passed the 
mark in action last month, while TSU's Ronnie Cage became the latest 
to surpassed the coveted mark. With his fourth point against Middle 
Tennessee, he joined such famous players in TSU history as Truck 
Robinson, Ted McClain, Dick Barnett, and Bernard Bai ley. Cage now has 
1 , 018 points, while Minnifield stands at 1,087 and Childress i s at 
1,047. 
MARTIN AND MARTIN: MSU's Wayne Martin reached his 90th MSU win at EKU 
l ast Saturday, upping his MSU total to 90-65 and his overall slate 
to 176- 98. He has a ways to go before catching TSU's Ed Martin, 
who is closing in on his 600th career win , all at TSU. A win 
tonight wo~ld give hi m 594 wins. 
TONIGHT'S OFFICIALS: Charles Reed and Carroll Kite, both of the OVC. 
PROBABLE STARTERS: 
No Ht Name Avg Pos No Ht Name Avg 
33 6-6 Eddie Childress 9.3 F 30 Russell Sanders 8.0 
42 6-7 Earl Harrison 12 . 5 F 20 Edgar Richey 0 .9 
32 6-11 Jeff Tipton 10.8 C 42 Jose Crisp 11. 8 
3 6-2 Guy Minnifield 12 .3 G 3 Ronnie Cage 18 . 1 
12 6- 2 Jeff Fultz 4.3 G 10 Glenn Washington 8.9 
NEXT GAME: Youngstown State, 7:30 p .m. , Thursday, Feb . 9, AAC. 
OVC THIS WEEK : THURSDAY---YOUNGSTOWN STATE AT MOREHEAD STATE; AKRON AT 
EASTERN KENTUCKY; MIDDLE TENNESSEE AT AUSTIN PEAY; TENNESSEE TECH AT 
MURRAY STATE. 
LAST-MINUTE BULLETIN: Word from the Ohio Valley Conference office this 
afternoon brings the good news that Earl Harrison has been named the 
OVC Player of the Week. In two games last week, the native of 
Lindenwold , NJ, scored 36 points, 26 rebounds, 13-23 from the fiel d 
and 8-11 from the line. His 15 rebounds against Eastern Kentucky 
matched his career high, s et against Alabama-Huntsville on Jan. 24, 
1983. Harrison is the third Eagle to receive conference honors this 
season. Guy Minnifield was named Player of the Week for his 
play against Western Michigan Dec . 19, while freshman center Pate 
Clements earned Rookie of the Week honors the week before . 
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BAYES: MORE EAGLE THAN FAN 
MOREHEAD, Ky . ---One definition of school spirit might be a fan who 
attends all home sporting events of his or her favorite team. A zealot 
might even travel to away events. Flatwoods native Kevin Bayes takes the 
definition one step further as the Morehead State athletic mascot. 
Prior to becoming the Eagle mascot last fall, the junior finance 
major could have been labelled an ideal fan, but being a fan wasn't enough. 
"I followed the basketball team to the NCAA tournament last year and 
had a lot of school spirit," he related. "I've never missed a home 
football or basketball game." 
As a result of the basketball team's 1983 success, the Russell High 
School graduate found his calling for the upcoming school year. 
"Being at the NCAA game against Syracuse inspired me to be a part of 
the school spirit, and the new uniform impressed me at the pre-game pep 
rally," he said. "I figured I might as well participate instead, of just 
sitting in the crowd . " 
Bayes' school spirit began in his high school days as a member of 
Russell's pep band. That spirit easily carried over to Morehead State. 
Bayes knows he plays an important role as the Eag1e mascot. 
"If you didn't have a mascot, all we would have to represent the 
University are the cheerleaders," he said. "A mascot is essential to 
projecting a school's spirit . At a game, I try to draw attention to 
myself, then turn that attention toward the game and build up the exci tement. ' 
When he puts on the Eagle costume, it's like Clark Kent transforming 
himself into Superman, as :he no longer is mild-mannered Kevin Bayes. 
- more-
BAYES : MORE EAGLE THAN FAN 2-2-2-2-2 
"I'm a fun-loving kind of guy, but once I put on the uniform , I'm 
no longer Kevin--I'm the Eagle," he said. "I can make a fool of myself 
without anyone knowing who I am. " 
The average fan might think life as a college mascot is nothing but 
glamour and fun . That opinion would change after one session in the 
costume, which is made of a thick carpet-like material which turns the 
inside of the outfit into a steam bath. 
Heat got the better of Bayes during his first game as the Eagle , a 
road football contest at Kentucky State. Fighting both the hot suit and 
90-degree weather, he soon succumbed to heat exhaust i on. 
"It was my first time in a game situation , and I wanted to do well ," 
remembered Bayes. "I went all-out. I didn't pace myself . With the 
~xcitement and the 90-degree heat, I made it about a half . All of a 
sudden it hit me and I thought 'this is it!'" 
Though the heat can drag Bayes down, he has found performing for a 
television audience brings out the best in him. 
"TV makes me more active because I like to be seen on t he screen 
wearing the outfit , " he said. "It's my job to give the University 
visibility , so I naturally play up to the cameras . After our first _.televised 
game this year, I got to see myself for the first time. I was pleased 
with how I looked ... the camera caught me when I was most active." 
Bayes was forced to the sideline temporarily when the costume 
unexpectedly shrunk during laundering. That snag has been "ironed out," and 
he 's back at work serving as MSU's goodwill ambassador at home, on the road , 
and, hopefully, at the NCAA tournament again this year. 
INNNNI 
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LADY EAGLES HOST YSU, AKRON 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Winning l ast Saturday afternoon at Eastern Kentucky 
over the Lady Co lonels was the first step f or the Morehead State Lady 
Eagles to get back in the thick of the Ohio Valley Conference race. 
The Lady Eagles, 4-3 in OVC play and 11-7 overall, will host 
Youngstown State on Feb. 9 and Akr on on Feb. 11. 
The win at EKU g ives MSU sol e possession of fourth place in the 
conference standings, one game ahead of Austin Peay. 
The Lady Eagles split outings wi th the Lady Penguins and Lady 
Zips on the road earlier this season. MSU dropped a 68-59 decision 
at YSU to begin the road swing t h rough "Ice Valley," then came back 
to whip the La dy Zips, 62-39. 
Lady Eagle head coach Mickey Wells knows the importance of his 
squ a d' s upcoming matchups. 
"We played well at Eastern Kentucky," Wells said . "Our defense- was 
aggressive, and it forced some bad shots . We have played some goo d 
basketball over the last few games and we need to keep that type of 
play going . 
"If we can win these two games then we would be in good shape of 
making the playoffs, and wo u ld still have a shot at getting third 
place," Wells said . 
Beginning with the Youngs town State c l ash, MSU will play five of 
their remaining seven OVC encounters at home. 
" We 'll be in good s hape if we can win our remaining home games and 
split at Tennessee Tech and Middle Tenness ee," said Well s . "I feel if 
we accomplish those goals then we more than likely will finish i n third 
place. " 
-more-
LADY EAGLES HOST YSU, AKRON 2-2 - 2-2 
The Lady Eag l es t r ai l Middle Tennessee and EKU in the battle for 
second and third place in the standings . Both squads are 5-2 in OVC 
play and both teams have suffered defeats at the hands of Morehead State. 
While the next two games a re of great importance for MSU, Youngstown 
State finds itself in the same position with a 3-5 slate in the OVC, a 
half game behind Austin Peay. 
"This is a big road trip for them," Wells said. "If they can sweep, 
then they are right in the thick of the race for fourth place.' 
The Lady Penguins, 6-11 overall, are paced by the play of J-8 
sophomore Danielle Carson, who leads the YSU scoring attack with 17 .3 
points a game and is second on the team in rebounding with 7.7 b<ards 
an outing. 
Akron will take a 1-7 OVC slate into play at Eastern Kentuckyon 
Feb. 9. 
"We expect to see a much different Akron team this time around ,' ' 
Wells said. "They have always played good defense against us, but ir 
our last game they looked a little disorganized." 
The Lady Zips will try to offset the MSU scoring attack led by 
junior guard Connie Appelman with 13 .2 points a game, which ties her a t 
11th in the league, and Bernice Linner at 11.3 points an outing, with 
K.K. Turner. Turner is averaging 12.4 points a meeting. 
Following action this week, MSU will play at Western Kentucky 
on Feb. 13 . 
4NNNNNf 
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EAGLES CONTINUE MARATHON STRETCH 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Having tied the Morehead State record for consecutive 
wins, coach Wayne Martin and his Eagles face a · crucial pair of Ohio Va lley 
Conference games this weekend when they play host to Youngstown State 
(Feb. 9) and Akron (Feb. 11). 
The matchups will bring the Eagles to the halfway point of a gruelling 
sev en games in 15 days which will concl ude with a road trip ·to Middle 
Tennessee and Tennessee Tech next week. 
With their eighth straight win, the Eagles matched a school record 
last set in the 1944-45 .season and improved to 15-4 overall while maintaining 
their 6-1 OVC mark. MSU currently stands in a first-place tie with 
Tennessee Tech. 
Close behind is Youngstown Sta te , which comes to the Academic-Athletic 
Center with a 6-2 league mark, good for third place , and a 14-6 season 
record . The Penguins, who were def eated by MSU in Youngstown by a score 
of 88-77 on Jan. 26, are led in scoring by junior forward Ray Robinson, who 
is averaging 13 . 3 points per game. 
The dominant landmark of the YSU team is 7-1 center Ricky Tunstall, 
who leads the league in rejects with 67 . His 8 .2 r ebounds per game also ar e 
an OVC best. YSU's outside threat is 5-11 guard Bruce Timko , who hits 
11.9 points per game and has handed out 121 assists, tops in the OVC. 
Tunstall' s 11.4 and Kevin Cherry ' s 11.9 give the Penguins four starters 
averag i ng in double f i gures . 
-more-
:AGLES CONTINUE MARATHON STRETCH 2-2-2-2-2 
Akron's Zips provide the contrast to YSU's balanced assault with 
their one-man show, senior Joe Jakubick. The nation's third-leading 
scorer, Jakubick is popping at a 28.6 clip while adding to the OVC career 
scoring record he set in an 86-78 overtime loss to MSU in Akron Jan. 28. 
Jakubick receives support from burly big man Brian Roth, who is 
scoring 15 points and pulling down 7.9 rebounds each game. The Zips will 
tangle with Eastern Kentucky o~ Thursday before their Saturday duel with 
the Eagles. 
Morehead State will take a rest from conference play for the last 
time on Feb. 13 when Indiana-Southeast comes to call. The Grenadiers won 
their opening game, but . fell into a 22-game tailspin which had not ended 
at the beginning of the week. 
The Eagles suffered what could be a maj or blow on Monday during their 
73-62 win over Tennes see State .. After completing a fine reverse layup , 
senior forward Jeff Tucker suffered a sprain to his right ankle that has 
him listed a s douq tful f or the Youngs t own State game and ques tionable f or 
the Akron encounter. MSU trainer Keith Webster s tated Tucker's availability 
will depend on the speed of his recovery. 
Tucker's counterpart at forward, senior Earl Harrison, was named 
the OVC Player of the Week for his efforts against Western Kentucky and 
Eastern Kentucky . He s cored 36 poi n t s and hauled in 26 rebounds to lead 
the Eagles to wins. The ~indenwold, NJ, native has led the Eagles in 
rebounding in five of the last six games. 
EAGLE EXTRAS: As the Ea
0
le;:; er1Lcr ::he second half of the OVC se-ison 
they enj oy the advan tage of five of the seven games at home. The Eag les 
have an impress i ve 32- 4 recor d in the Academi c- Athle tic Center's t hree- year 
history , a winning percentage of 88.9 .... J eff Fult z continues to stand out 
as the Eagles' floor general . He leads the team in assists with 93 and 
steals with 29 . . . . Harrison has taken over the team scoring lead for MSU, 
averaging 12.6 .points . He leads that category and rebounding (8.0) . 
2/7/84cmb -- fJIJINNNI 
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LADY EAGLES HOST YSU, AKRON 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Winning last Saturday afternoon at Eastern Kentucky 
over the Lady Colonels was the first step for the Morehead State Lady 
Eagles to get back in the thick of the Ohio Valley Conference race. 
The Lady Eagles, 4-3 in OVC play and 11-7 overall, will host 
Youngstown State on Feb. 9 and Akron on Feb. 11. 
The win at EKU gives MSU sole possession of fourth place in the 
conference standings, one game ahead of Austin Peay. 
The Lady Eagles split outings with the Lady Penguins and Lady 
Zips on the road earlier this season. MSU dropped a 68-59 decision 
at YSU to begin the road swing through "Ice Valley," then came back 
to whip the Lady Zips, 62-39. 
Lady Eagle head coach Mickey Wells knows the importance of his 
squad ' s upcoming matchups. 
"We played well at Eastern Kentucky," Wells said. "Our defense- was 
aggressive, and it forced some bad shots. We have played some good 
basketball over the last few games and we need to keep that type of 
play going. 
"If we can win these two games then we would be in good shape of 
making the playoffs, and would still have a shot at getting third 
place," Wells said. 
Beginning with the Youngstown State clash, MSU will play five of 
their remaining seven OVC encounters at home. 
"We'll be in good shape if we can win our remaining home games and 
split at Tennessee Tech and Middle Tennessee," said Wells. "I feel if 
we accomplish those goals then we more than likely will finish in third 
p lace." 
-more-
LADY EAGLES HOST YSU, AKRON 2-2-2-2 
The Lady Eag l es t r ail Middle Tennessee and EKU in the battle for 
second and third place in the standings. Both squa ds a re 5-2 i n OVC 
play and both teams have suffered defeats at the hands of Morehead State . 
While the next two games are of great importance for MSU, Youngstown 
State finds itself in the same position with a 3-5 slate in the OVC, a 
half game behind Austin Peay. 
"This i s a big road trip for them," Wells said. "If they can sweep , 
then they are right in the thick of the race for fourth place ." 
The Lady Penguins, 6-11 overall, are paced by the play of 5-8 
sophomore Danielle Carson, who leads the YSU scoring attack with 17.3 
points a game and is second on the team in rebounding with 7.7 boards 
an outing. 
Akron will take a 1-7 OVC slate into play at Eastern Kentucky on 
Feb. 9. 
"We expec t to see a much different Akron team this time a round," 
Wells said. "They have always played good defense against us, but in 
our last game they looked a little disorganized . " 
The Lady Zips will try to offset the MSU s coring attack led by 
junior guard Connie Appelman with 13.2 points a game, which ties her at 
11th in the league, and Bernice Linner at 11 . 3 points an outing, with 
K.K. Turner. Turner is averaging 12.4 points a meeting . 
Following action this week, MSU will play at Western Kentucky 
on Feb. 13. 
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FOOTBALL LANDS 16 RECRUITS 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---"We are going to recruit heavily in the state with a 
goal of getting as many play ers as we need from within the 150 miles 
s urrounding Morehead , " said Bill Baldridge after he became the Morehead 
State football coach on Dec. 13 . 
He and his staff have met that goal as seven Kentucky players dotted 
the r oster of 1 6 recruits who cast their football fortunes with the Eagles 
on Feb. 8, the first day the NCAA a llowed national letters of intent t o be 
signed. 
The seven home-grown products tops the amount of any Commonwealth 
~chool' s recruiting class outside of the University of Kentucky. In-state 
uhio Valley Conference rival Eastern Kentucky signed six Kentucky players, 
Western Kentucky signed five , Murray State and Georgetown College landed 
four each, and Louisville took on l y three from within state boundaries. 
"I'm v ery pleased and excited with our recruiting class , " said 
Baldridge. "I think our staff did a great job in the very short amount of 
time they had to work with, competing with schools that had been talking 
to the recruit s fo r as much as a year." 
The 16 incoming freshmen join a seven-member class of junior college 
recruits and transfers from the Univ ersity of Kansas . Among the juco 
players are two second All-Americans and a former second team fullback f rom 
Kansas, where Baldridge served as an assis tant under Mike Gottfried. 
The Eagles filled gaps in the defensive backfield, at wide receiver, 
and in the offensive backfield. MSU was last in the OVC i n rushing offense 
and rushing defense las t y ear as it s truggled to a 2-9 record . 
-more-
Morehead State Signees 
~.1ane Fletcher TB 6-1 (Mason Co . ) 
o-sport etterman at ~son Co. or yards and 
a 6 . 6 per carry average .. . scored 17 touchdowns . .. more than 250 yards 
receiving . .. named Offensive Back of the Year for Mason Co .. .. averaging 
12 . 0 points for MCHS basketball team ... former basketball teaIIDI1ate Willie 
Feldhaus is redshirting for the Eagle basketball team this year .. . 
psychology major . 
Darrell Flowers DB 5-11 190 Elizabeth, NJ (Elizabeth) 
USA Today honorable mention All-American at Elizabeth High School ... 
first team all-county, all-conference, and all-metro ... hometown of 
Elizabeth is just across the Hudson from New York City ... business 
major . 
Jeff McKay WR 6-0 175 Elizabeth, NJ (Elizabeth) 
All-conference first team selection who also returned kicks for 
Elizabeth . .. all-county first team .. . all-metro first team . . . third team 
all-state ... 22 receptions for 473 yards and seven touchdowns ... scored 
a touchdown on a kick return and one on a punt return ... coIIDilunications 
major. 
Scott Napier LB 6-1 195 Cincinnati, Ohio (Princeton) 
Honorable mention all-state selection . . . All-Southwestern Ohio ... 
All-Greater Miami Conference ... All-Metro Cincinnati pick ... graphic 
arts major. 
OT 6-2 225 Cincinnati, Ohio Princeton) 
Miami Con erence ... on y res an o ensive ineman recruited 
by the Eagles this year .. . named Most Improved Player ... should help 
bolster a young Eagle line ... pre-veterinary medicine major . 
6-3 205 Cincinnati, Ohio Princeton) 
ayer at rinceton ast year . .. onora e mention a -state 
... Cincinnati Post All-City . . . first team All-Southwestern Ohio . . . 
All-Greater Miami Conference .. . All-Golden Triangle . . . former tearrnnate 
Dorron Hunter was Eagle football captain in 1981 ... business major . 
Chris Canada DT 6-3 235 Pikeville, Ky. (Pikeville) 
Honorable mention all-state ... All-Eastern Kentucky Mountain Conference 
... also named to all-county and all-area teams . .. only three Eagles on 
last year's team were larger at defensive tackle . . . business major. 
Tim Hamilton DT 6-4 240 Ashland, Ky. (Fairview) 
Named to the Ashland Daily Independent All-City team . .. All-Northeastern 
Kentucky Conference ... honorable mention all-state choice .. . matches two 
other current Eagles with his size ... undecided major. 
Greg Burke Punter 6-0 180 Louisville, Ky . (St . Xavier) 
All-district and all-county under MSU coach Jerry Mayes ... second team 
all-state . .. averaged 41.7 yards per punt ... high school punting average 
i s almost three yards better than MSU's team average last year .. . business 
major . 
Shannon Youn DB 6-1 185 Louisville, K . (Moore) 
- istrict and all-county pick . . . tree-year starter at quarterback 
and defensive back . . . named one of the top 62 defensive backs in the 
nation after his junior year . . . listed as a pre-season blue chip 
All-American in the National Recruiting Magazine of College Athletics 
.. . former high school tearmnate David Woods was a redshirt for the Eagles 
this year .. . business major. 
Darrell Givens LB 6-3 225 Lexin ton, K. (Br an Station) 
onora e mention a -state se ection y Unite ress nternationa an 
the Louisville Courier-Journal . . . recorded 75 solo tackles, 25 assists . . . 
two interceptions and two fumble recoveries ... father Ralph Givens played 
football at Central State (Ohio) as a fullback .. . cousin of Jack Givens, 
who played basketball at the University of Kentucky ... former Bryan 
Station teann:nate Randall Washington saw action as an Eagle defensive back 
last season . .. conn:nunications major. 
Brent Huffman LB 6-3 200 Versailles, K. (Woodford Co.) 
o-way per ormer at Woo so o tac es... tac es 
for loss ... blocked ten passes . .. All-Central Kentucky Conference first 
team .. . all-state selection .. . Who's Who Among High School Football Players 
in America in 1983 ... Best Offensive Receiver both j unior and senior 
years . . . 27 receptions for 586 yards and five touchdowns ... computer science 
major . 
Peter Brown 
First team 
two high 
major. 
DE-LB 6-2 210 Camden, -NJ (Camden) 
all-conference ... one of six recruits from New Jersey . .. 
school teammates also signed with the Eagles ... engineering 
Re FB-LB 5-11 215 Mahwah, NJ Mahwah) 
A -con erence irst team se ection .. . a -su ur an secon team . . . honorable 
mention all-county choice ... could go either way for the Eagles ... only one 
Eagle, Ken Johnson, is larger at fullback . (217 pounds) .. . undecided major . 
Daman Ste hens TB 5-9 170 Camden) 
Area urner wit egitimate . spee n t e .. . carried the ball 
for .1046 yards, averaging 7 . 4 yards per carry . .. scored 14 touchdowns .. . 
all-conference first team ... All-South Jersey first team ... selected to 
play in the New Jersey High School All-Star game .. . gives the Eagles a 
speed threat to go with the beef at fullback .. . accounting major. 
Paul T son WR 6-3 175 Camden, NJ (Camden) 
No . rom am en ... one o two res en receivers s gne , oth from New 
Jersey . .. also participates in track .. . high jumped 6-11 last year ... 
leaping ability should help in what looks to be a tight battle for the 
starting slots ... engineering major. 
J UNIOR COLLEGE AND TRANSFERS 
m Buz~ski WR 6-3 185 Mt . Laurel, NJ (Mt. Laurel) 
Transer from Hudson Valley Community College in Troy, NY . . . second 
team Junior College All-American ... played in Junior College All-Star 
game . . . all-conference selection . .. caught 44 passes for 680 yards and 
six touchdowns ... parents now live in Broken Arrow, Oklahoma . . . 
business major. 
Dennis Carr FB 5-11 212 Pasadena Cal . John Muir 
Trans er rom t e nivers ty o Kansas , e was a secon team 
performer .. . first team All-Pacific League . . . first team San Gabriel 
Valley selection as a linebacker ... 15 solos, 70 assists, 11 sacks ... 
second team All-Metro at Pasadena City College . .. brother Allan 
Williams attended Cal State-Fullerton and is trying out with the 
USFL ... addition will give the Eagles a potent running attack and 
bolster pass protection ... social work major. 
ege in errum, a ... . recor so o tackles 
and 30 assists ... intercepted four passes .. . will he lp fill holes in 
a defensive backfield riddled by graduation . .. business major. 
175 W. Carrollton Ohio (W. Carrollton 
arper unior o ege in su ur an icago ... secon team 
Junior College All-American .. . Region IV Most Valuable Player .. . first 
team All-North Central Community College Conference ... first team 
all-region ... second team All-Ohio in high school . .. junior college 
stats include 13 touchdown passes, 116 completions in 210 attempts . .. 
55 percent completion rate .. . 1526 yards passing .. . more than 800 yards 
rushing, including five rushing touchdowns . .. marketing major. 
rom Triton Junior Co ege in River rove, I .... e 
TJC with 48 solo tackles . .. Most Valuable Defensive Player last year . .. 
first team All-North Central Community Col l ege Conference . .. intercepted 
f our passes ... busines s major. 
Todd Short WR 5-11 175 Pasadena, Cal. (St. Francis) 
Transfer from the University of Kansas, where he redshirted last . season 
.. . Catholic High School All-American his senior year at St . Francis ... 
named Shrine All-Star game Most Valuable Player .. . first team all-con-
ference in junior and senior year s ... All- Del Ray League junior and 
senior years ... All-San Gabriel Valley junior and senior years . .. team 
Most Valuable Player junior and senior years . . . communications major . 
Matt Tilton PK 6-4 190 Yorkville, Ill. (Yorkville) 
Transfer from College of DuPage in Glen Ellyn, Ill .... All-North Central 
Community College Conference first team selection .. . hit 29 of 30 extra 
point attempts ... successful on 9 of 15 field goal att empts, including 
longs of 46 and 39 yards ... three pressure field goals enabled DuPage 
to defeat McGuire ' s Harper team and advance to t he Like Cola Bowl in 
Cedar Fall, Iowa . . . business/finance major. 
###### 
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GAME NOTES 
Youngstown State Penguins (14-6 , 6-2) 
vs. Morehead State Eagles (15-4, 6-1) 
February 9, 1984, 7:30 p.m. 
Academic-Athletic Center (7,000) 
GAME 20 
THE SERIES: Morehead State stands unbeaten in the series with Youngstown 
State. The Eagles are 5-0 against the Penguins since the rivalry 
began with YSU's entry in the OVC in the 1981-82 season. The largest 
MSU win was by 16 in the first meeting of last season. The closest 
game was a three-point win in the second game of the 1981-82 season. 
LAST MEETING: The two clubs met in Youngstown on Jan. 26, when the Eagles 
took an 88-77 win. A total of 53 fouls were whistled in the contest, 
which saw Earl Harrison foul out for MSU and Gary Robbins , Ray 
Robinson, Troy Williams, and Ricky Tunstall all gather five fouls for 
YSU . YSU's Little Big Man, 5-11 guard Bruce Timko, led the Penguins 
with 16 points, backed by Tunstall's 15 and Robinson's 12 . The Eagles 
were paced by Jeff Tucker ' s 20, Jeff Tipton ' s 18 , Guy Minnifield's 
15, Harrison's 11 , and "Pee Wee'.' Sullivan's 10. Tunstall , the OVC' s 
leading shot blocker, rejected only one MSU shot in the battle. The 
Eagles, down by two at the half, rattled off 12 unanswered points to 
start the second 20 minutes and never looked back as YSU could pull 
no closer than seven down the stretch. 
KEEP ON ROLLING: MSU's two 1,000-point club members continue to advance 
in the scoring list. Guy Minnifield's 1,089 puts him at 14th, only 
33 behind No. 13, former teammate Norris Beckley (1,122). Eddie 
Childress isn't far off Minnifield's pace , standing 15th with 1,050. 
COULD IT BE?: Jeff Tipton is closing on the 1 , 000-point mark, but might run 
out of time before he can reach it. Now at 875, he would need to 
average 15.7 points over the last nine regular season games to reach 
the milestone. Tip also is nearing another high point ... the Indiana-
Southeast game will be his 100th in an MSU uniform. 
LAST TIME OUT: The Eagles survived a haywire clock, Antonio Parris, and 
a late surge to defeat Eastern Kentucky, 65-60, in their most recent 
OVC game . On Monday night, MSU swatted a pesky Tennessee State team 
early in the first half for a 73-62 non-conference win. Youngstown 
State went more than the distance to knock off Akron in three overtimes 
by a two-point margin. 
ON THE REBOUND: Tonight kicks off the second half of the OVC season for 
the Eagles, who play five of their seven conference contests in the 
AAC. Youngstown State already has begun the second time around with 
their defeat of Akron. 
HOME SWEET HOME: The Eagles post a sparkling 32-4 record in three years 
of play in the AAC, for a winning percentage of 88.9. MSU has won 
17 out of the las t 18 games played in the AAC, including the last 
three. 
RECORD TONIGHT?: If the Eagles win this evening, they will set the MSU 
record for consecutive wins at nine. They've already won eight 
straight, which was done in 1936-37 and 1944-45. 
FOOTBALL EAGLES LAND 16 RECRUITS 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---
TONIGHT ' S OFFICIALS : Dale For d and Carroll Kite. Ford called the game 
at Youngstown, and Kite was a member of the crew last Monday for the 
Tennessee State game. 
PROBABLE STARTERS: 
Morehead State Youngstown State 
No Ht Name Avg Pos No Ht Name Avg 
33 6-6 Eddie Childress 8.9 F 22 6- 7 Ray Robinson 13 . 3 
42 6- 7 Earl Harrison 12.6 F 45 6-7 Troy Williams 11. 9 
32 6- 11 Jeff Tipton 11. 3 C 50 7-1 Ricky Tunstall 11. 4 
3 6- 2 Guy Minnifield 11. 8 G 20 5-11 Bruce Timko 11. 9 
12 6- 2 Jeff Fu ltz 4. 1 G 5 6- 1 Kevin Cherry 8.4 
TIP ' S TOUGH ON PENGUINS: Battling tough competition seems to bring out the 
best in Jeff Tipton, and YSU ' s Ricky Tunstall is one of the best on 
the MSU schedule. Against YSU, Tip has recorded several career bests, 
including: best field goal performance (7 - 7 at YSU this year); best 
free throw performance (14- 14 on 1 /22/83); most points (24 on 1/22/83); 
steals (3 on 1/22/83). 
OTHER OVC ACTI ON: Tennessee Tech at Murray State; Middle Tennessee at 
Austin Peay; Akron at Eastern Kentucky . 
HARRISON'S HOT ON THE BOARDS : After a s l uggish beginning of the season, 
Earl Harrison has come alive on the boards, leading the Eagles five of 
the last seven games and matching his career high of 15 at Eastern 
Kentucky last Saturday . He's also found his shooting touch again and 
now leads t he Eagles in scoring as well as rebounding . He ' s MSU ' s 
top rejecter (11) and dunk artist (15) as well, though he ' s off his 
record dunk pace of last year, when he jammed 31 through. 
GAME NOTES 
Akron Zips (8-13, 3 -6 OVC) 
vs. Morehea d Sta te Eagles (16-4, 7-1 OVC) 
February 11, 1984, 7:30 p.m. 
Academic-Athletic Center (7,000) 
GAME 21 
THE SERIES : Morehead State leads, 8-4. Begun in the 1974-75 season, MSU 
won the first contest by a 64-56 score. The Zips came b a ck in the 
1976-77 season to t ake a 71-64 victory and even the slate . The 
rivalry continued to seesaw through the 1981-82 season, but last year 
broke the Eagles on top with three wins, including an 81-65 win in 
the final game of the OVC tournament which vaulted MSU into its first 
NCAA tournament appearance in 22 years. 
LAST GAME: The Eagles won their only overtime contest thus far by a score 
of 86-78 at Akron . MSU went up by seven when an Earl Harrison slam 
dunk made the score 70-63 with 4 : 22 left. The Joe Jakubick Show 
then swung into high gear and the OVC's greatest scorer turned a 
three-point play then hit the tying basket on a follow of his own 
shot after allowing Mike Dowling to bring the score to within two 
with his two free throws. The Eagles called time out twice with 
four seconds left in regulation, but couldn't hit the las t-second 
attempt. In overtime, Jakubick hit six of Akron's eight points, but 
the Eagles iced the game with 8-8 free throw shooting, two top of the 
key bombs from Harrison, a Jeff Tucker dunk and an Eddie Childress 
layup . Jakubick ended the game with 40, while Childress scored 22 
and Harrison matched his personal best with 21 . 
THE MAGIC NUMBER IS THREE: The Eagles can guarantee themselves a berth in 
the OVC tournament with any combinations of three MSU wins and three 
Austin Peay losses. If the Eagles win two and APSU loses one, the 
Eagles are in . If the Eagles win one and the Govs lose two, MSU is 
in. If the Eagles win three, they are in regardless of what APSU 
does. 
LAST TIME OUT: The Eagles s urprised Youngstown State and their fans 
with a stunning 88-64 tromping of the Penguins. MSU was led by Jeff 
Tipton's 22 (his second game in a row over 20) and Earl Harrison's 
eight rebounds . Youngstown State's Ricky Tunstall, the OVC's top 
shot blocker, recorded no rejects in the game. Akron dropped an 86- 77 
loss at Eastern Kentucky on Thursday. Jakubick ended his school-record 
string of consecutive free throws with an 8-11 performance. 
HITTING DOUBLE DIGITS?: The Eagles set an MSU record for consecutive 
wins with their ninth in a row Thursday night. The old record of 
eight was reached twice , in 1936-37 and again in 1944-45 . With an 
Eagle win tonight, that string could reach ten and give MSU its 
17th win earlier in the season than any other Eagle team achieved. 
THEY KEEP IT UP: Guy Minnifield now stands at 1,097 career points at MSU, 
and w111 break through the 1,100-point mark with his third point 
tonight. Eddie Childress gained some ground on Minnifield , and now 
has 1 , 063. Jeff Tipton's 22 pushed him within three points of the 
900-point level. He would have to average 14.6 points in the 
remaining seven games of the regular season to reach 1,000. 
HAPPINESS IS THE AAC: The Eagles have found the confines of the AAC 
friendly, with a 33-4 overall record in three years in their new 
home. That ' s a winning percentage of 89.2. With a sweep of the 
remaining home games this season, the Eagles could improve that 
percentage to 90.5. 
STRINGING ALONG: Tipton has put together two consecutive 20-plus games 
f o r the Eagles--a 21-point effort against Tennessee State and a 
22-point night against Youngstown State. Harrison has fashioned 
f ive straight games in which he has led the Eagles in rebounding, 
and has topped the MSU team in r ebounding in six of the last seven 
outings. 
TONIGHT'S OFFICIALS: Jim Desmond and Jerry Petro. This is the only time 
Desmond will call an MSU game during the regular season , while 
Petro called the Murray State game. 
WHAT IF . . . : I f there is a tie between two teams for the OVC regular 
season title or for a spot in the tournament, the conference office 
wil l follow these steps to break the deadlock: 
1. Compare the records of the games played between the tied teams 
to determine priority of s eeding or participation. In the event 
that this does not indicate an advantage, proceed to step two. 
2. Compare the tied teams' records against the highest ranked nontied 
team, if one of the two tied teams has performed more successfully 
than the other tied team against the highest ranked team, it 
3. 
shall receive preference. If the two teams are still tied , 
proceed to the next highest ranked nontied team and compare. If 
the deadlock is not broken b y the time all ranked nontied teams 
are exhausted, proceed to step three . 
The dreaded coin tos s . 
PROBABLE STARTERS : 
Morehead State Akron 
No Ht Name Avg Pos No Ht Name 
33 6- 6 Eddie Childress 9.2 F 35 6-6 Jamie Suthers 
42 6-7 Earl Harrris on 12.7 F 33 6-6 Rick Acord 
32 6-11 Jeff Tipton 11. 9 C 00 6-8 Bryan Roth 
3 6- 7. Guv fv1"innifie ld 11. 6 G 25 5-11 Russell Brown 
12 6-2 Jeff Fultz 4 . 0 G 31 6-5 Joe Jakubick 
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MSU VOLLEYBALL SIGNS 5-9 PAIR 
MOREHEAD, KY -- Morehead State University head volleyball coach Jim 
McClellan has announced signing Anne Bradley of Cincinnati (St. Ursula 
Academy) and Kim Chaney of Independence (Scott ), to national letters of 
intent . 
With the loss of three starters t o graduation and another sidelined 
by knee sugery, McClellan expects to receive a lot of play from the 5-9 
pair. 
"We lost two-year starter Wendy Rumford to knee surgery and I expect 
one of the two to fill her space in the line-up," said McClellan . 
During her senior year at St. Ursula, Bradley was team captain while 
earning first-team selections to the Cincinnati All-City team and Al l - Me t r o 
Conference team. 
Bradley is the sister of 1983 team captain Mary Bradley, who will be 
a senior for the Eagles during the 1984 season . 
"Anne is an excellent defensive p layer with an aggressive s tyle , and 
I expect her to come in and contribute to the team's success immediately," 
said McClellan . "She comes from a very competitive volleyball school and 
is currently playing on Junior Olympic teams." 
Chaney comes to Morehead State as the most valuable player on Scott's 
volleyball squad. She was voted to the All-Ninth Region team in 1983. 
"Kim will be one of the better athletes on the team. She's quick and 
jumps well," said McClellan of Chaney, who possesses a 22-inch vertical 
jump. "Her volleyball training is limited, but her potential is unlimited." 
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GAME NOTES 
Indiana-Southeast Grenadier s (2-23 prior to Saturday vs. I UP U-Ft . Wayne ) 
vs . Morehead Stat e Eagles (17-4, 8-1 OVC) 
February 13, 1984, 7 :30 p.m. 
Academic -Athletic Center (7,000) 
GAME 22 
THE SERIES: This ser i e s is just getting off the ground, having begun in 
the 1981-82 season , when the Eagles took a 78-68 win in Morehead . 
A crowd of 2,500 saw MSU put four play ers into double figures: 
Norris Beckley with 16, Guy Minnifield and Glenn Napier with 14 each, 
and Alonzo Linner with 12 . The Grenadiers had three in double digits, 
led by Bruce Rieger' s 17. Following a seesaw first ten minutes which 
saw the Eagles down by one with 10:24 in the half, Wayne Martin called 
time out. Whatever he said in the huddle worked for the Eagles, who 
sprinted out to a 15-point halftime lead and never looked back, building 
a 22-point lead in the second half before clearing the bench. 
LAST TIME OUT : The Eagles handled Akron easily before the second-largest 
crowd in the AAC this year, 93-74. Joe Jakubick got his 41 points, 
but no other Zip reached double figures. Meanwhile, five Eagles hit 
double digits , led by Jeff Tipton's 19 and 17 from Guy Minnifield and 
Arthur Sullivan. The Grenadiers were in action against IUPU-Ft. Wayne 
on Saturday--the results of the game were not known when these n otes 
were compiled . 
NICE PAIR OF STREAKS: MSU is currently riding a school record ten-game 
winning streak, which is believed to be one of the top five strings 
in the nation since the defeat of North Carolina yesterday. IUSE 
broke a staggering 23-game losing spin with a 71-51 victory over 
Hanover College on Feb. 8. The other Grenadier win was a 70-68 
triumph over Campbellsville College in the season opener. 
TIP'S CLOSING IN: With performances of 21, 22, and 19 points in last week ' s 
competition , Jeff Tipton is now within 84 points of the coveted 
1,000 career points plateau. With six games left in the regular season, 
he would need to average 14.0 points per game to give MSU its third 
1,000-point player this year. 
MINNI MOVES UP: With 1,114 career points, Guy Minnifield needs only eight 
more to tie and nine more to move past former teammate Norris Beckley 
into the 13t h position in the Eagle career scoring list . 
THE MAGIC NUMBER IS ONE: With one more win or one more Aust in Peay l oss, 
the Eagles will be guaranteed a berth in the OVC tournament. MSU 
travels to Middle Tennessee this Thursday, while the Govs host 
Youngstown State. Not only would one more win guarantee MSU the 
tourney berth, it also would eliminate Austin Peay, Middle Tennessee, 
and Eastern Kentucky from title contention. Two more wins would 
eliminate Youngstown State and Murray State . Four more wins would 
lock the title for MSU, as long as one of those wins is over Tech on 
Saturday. 
GAME NOTES 
Indiana-Southeast Grenadiers (2-23 prior to Saturday vs. IUPU-Ft. Wayne) 
vs. Morehead State Eagles (17-4, 8-1 OVC) 
February 13, 1984 , 7:30 p .m. 
Academic-Athletic Center (7,000) 
GAME 22 
THE SERIES: This series is just getting off the ground, having begun in 
the 1981-82 season, when the Eagles took a 78-68 win in Morehead . 
A crowd of 2,500 saw MSU put four players into double figures; 
Norris Beckley with 16 , Guy Minnifield and Glenn Napier with 14 each, 
and Alonzo Linner with 12. The Grenadiers had three in double digits, 
led by Bruce Rieger's 17.• Following a seesaw first ten minutes which 
saw the Eagles down by one with 10:24 in the half, Wayne Martin called 
time out. Whatever he said in the huddle worked for the Eagles, who 
sprinted out to a 15-point halftime lead and never looked back, building 
a 22-point lead in the second half before clearing the bench. 
LAST TIME OUT: The Eagles handled Akron easily before the second-largest 
crowd in the MC this year , 93-74. Joe Jakubick got his 41 points, 
but no other Zip reached double figures. Meanwhile, fiv e Eagles hit 
double digits, led by Jeff Tipton's 19 and 17 from Guy Minnifield and 
Arthur Sullivan . The Grenadiers were in action against IUPU-Ft. Wayne 
on Saturday--the results of the game were not known when these notes 
were compiled. 
NICE PAIR OF STREAKS : MSU is currently riding a school record ten-game 
winning streak, which is believed to be one of the top five strings 
in the nation since the defeat of North Carolina yesterday. IUSE 
broke a staggering 23-game losing spin with a 71-51 victory over 
Hanover College on Feb. 8. The other Grenadier win was a 70-68 
triumph over Campbellsville College in the season opener. 
TIP'S CLOSING IN: With performances of 21 , 22 , and 19 points in last week's 
competition, Jeff Tipton is now within 84 points of the coveted 
1,000 career points plateau . With six games left in the regular season , 
he would need to average 14. 0 points per game to give MSU its third 
1,000-point player this year. 
MINNI MOVES UP: With 1,114 career points, Guy Minnifield needs only eight 
more to tie and nine more to move past former teann:nate Norris Beckley 
into the 13th position in the Eagle career scoring list. 
THE MAGIC NUMBER IS ONE: With one more win or one more Austin Peay loss, 
the Eagles will be guaranteed a berth in the OVC tournament. MSU 
travels to Middle Tennessee this Thursday, while the Govs host 
Youngstown State . Not only would one more win guarantee MSU the 
tourney berth, it also would eliminate Austin Peay, Middle Tennessee, 
and Eastern Kentucky from title contention. Two more wins would 
eliminate Youngstown State and Murray State . Four more wins would 
lock the title for MSU, as long as one of those wins is over Tech on 
Saturday. 
NO. 2 AND TRYING HARDER: The ten-game Morehead State win streak is second 
best in the nation, behind Nevada-Las Vegas ' 12-game skein. An Eagle 
win tonight would pull them within one of the Runnin' Rebels . After 
that, MSU and UNLV match game-for-game until the first weekend in 
March, when UNLV plays two games to MSU ' s one. Now, if the Eagles 
keep winning and the Rebs slip ... . 
OTHER OVC ACTION: Eastern Kentucky at Kentucky State; Murray State at 
Tennessee State. 
TONIGHT'S OFFICIALS : Sam Lickliter and Charles Reed, both from the OVC. 
PROBABLE STARTERS: Will be distributed prior to tip-off. 
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LADY EAGLES FACE CRUCIAL ROAD TRIP 
MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Morehead State University women's head basketball 
coach Mickey Wells and his players know exactly what they must do 
this week if they have any thoughts of entertaining three other Ohio 
Valley Conference schools during the first week in March . Win both 
road games at Middle Tennessee and Tennessee Tech . 
The task is no easy chore for any team, but the Lady Eagles , 13-8 
overall and 6-3 in the league, already have spli t games with the two 
clubs this season . 
MSU defeated pre-season favorite Middle Tennessee 56-53 on Jan. 
12, then lost the following night to the Golden Eaglettes , 58- 53. 
"Both Middle and Tech are very good ballclubs and it will be 
very di fficult to sweep this road trip," said Wells. 
MTSU and TTU, along with Eastern Kentucky, are tied for the 
conference lead with 7-2 league slates, one game ahead of Morehead 
State. 
MSU will play at Middle Tennessee on Feb . 16 and Tennessee Tech 
on Feb. 18 . 
"Both teams are similar , " Wells said. "They have strong inside 
games and can do some damage with their outside shooting . " 
In the first meeting between the Lady Eagles and Lady Raiders , 
MTSU showed both an inside and outside game. 
Sophomore forward Jennifer McFall led her team in scoring with 
15 poi nts, while from the outside , freshman guard Kim Webb added 
14 . The teams were even in rebounding with 36 apiece. 
Tech , according to Wells, has a number of different weapons. 
' 'You c an just go down the line and they ' ve got players t hat can 
-more-
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beat you . " 
The first confrontation this s eason, three Golden Eaglet tes tallied 
i n double digi t s . 
The most damage by a Tech player was in the middle, where freshman 
center Cheryl Taylor scored a game- high 15 points and added a team-high 
10 rebounds . 
Tonie Edwards came off the bench to score 14 points, while starting 
guard Tammy Burton added 11 . 
One of the biggest concerns of the Lady Eagles against TTU is 
stopping the guards . Thirty-one of the 58 points scored by Tech came 
f rom the backcourt. 
MSU will counter the attack of Middle and Tech with the scoring 
of junior guard Connie Appelman and freshman forward Bernice Linner. 
Appelman is averaging 13.3 points a game, while Linner checks in 
at 11. 2 points and 6 . 1 rebounds . 
The contest against Tech will mark the final regular season road 
game of the season for Morehead State . The Lady Eagles are 6-5 away 
from home heading into the MTSU game . 
MSU will begin a season ending four-game homestand against 
Western Kentucky on Feb. 21. 
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CHILDRESS CLOSING CAREER IN STYLE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Many talented athletes set their goals high, but few 
are able to accomplish those goals. At Morehead State University in 
Kentucky, Muncie native Eddie Childress appears to have his goals well in 
hand. 
At the beginning of the current basketball season, the senior forward 
set out to reach the 1,000 career points plateau. By mid-season, he 
achieved that goal with a flair for the dramatic, stealing the ball and 
slamming a thunderous dunk through to help the Eagles ice a win over Ohio 
Valley Conference rival Murray State. 
Childress is a team player, and his goals reflect that . The Muncie 
South graduate wants his team to win its first undisputed OVC regular 
season championship, repeat as the OVC tournament champions, and make its 
second trip to the NCAA post-season classic in as many years, a feat that 
was performed by Morehead State almost 30 years ago. 
As the Eagles enter the home stretch of the conference season, they 
s it atop the race with an 8-1 league record and an 18-4 overall mark, 
including an 11-game winning streak, second longest in the nation. 
Childress is one of four fifth-year seniors on the Eagle squad. Knee 
surgery after his sophomore season forced him to the sidelines, but he came 
back strong last year and was instrumental in MSU's drive to the NCAAs. 
A healthy Childress is vital to the Eagle hopes for repeated succes s 
Lhis year, since he i s the only experienced perimeter forward in head coach 
Wayne Martin's arsenal . 
-more-
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"Due to a loss through academi cs and through injury, Eddie will 
play a key role for u s thr oughout the season , " said Martin, who has been 
Childress' coach throughout his MSU career. "There i s no one to push 
Eddie at his position , so he i s goin g to have to push himself to 
improve." 
At 6-6 and 190 pounds, Childress has the size t o mix it up with the 
big boys inside, but his shooting touch allows him to take it outside and 
hurt opponents with h i s perimeter s hooting. He has hovered near the 
ten-point mark a ll season , and s hould he finally break into a double-digit 
average , he would g±ve the Eagles five players averaging better than ten 
points a game . 
Childress would like to pursue his basketball career beyond the 
collegiate level , but will be able to fall back on his studies in 
social work and physical education if the dream does not pan out. 
Along with his wife Janice and two daughters, Erika and Anika, 
Childress soon will be leaving the Morehead co1Illllunity. Although MSU 
fans will be sorry to see him leave, they will have four year s of 
outstanding basketball to remember him by. 
#1NNNNfa 
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EAGLES HEAD INTO VITAL OVC ROAD SWING 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Riding the strength of the nation's second-longest 
winning streak and a little help from the Murray State Racers , the 
Morehead State basketball team heads into a critical Tennessee road 
swing sitting atop the Ohio Valley Conference with a tenuous one-game 
lead. 
Coach Wayne Martin's crew carries an 11-game success story into 
battle against Middle Tennessee State on Feb . 16 and chief rival Tennessee 
Tech on Feb. 18. MSU's 11 straight wins is second only to the dozen 
compiled by Jerry Tarkanian's Nevada-Las Vegas team. 
The Eagles nearly blew their skein on Monday night against an 
Indiana-Southeast team that brought a 2-24 rec~rd into the fray . MSU 
was sluggish against the small but quick Grenadiers and had to extend 
itself into its second overtime this season before prevailing, 78-74. 
Middle Tennessee's Blue Raiders must contend with an Eagle squad 
bent on revenge . Coach Stan Simpson's charges a~e the only OVC team to 
upend the Eagles this season in a 57-54 thriller at Morehead to open 
MSU's league slate. The loss is the only one MSU has suffered at home 
this year. It broke a 14-game winning streak on the Eagle home court 
that extended back to December of 1982 . 
One item of concern for Martin is that the Raiders were without 
the services of premier sophomore guard LaRae Davis in the loss at 
Morehead. Davis leads the Raiders in scoring with an 11 . 9 average, 
but found himself out of the starting lineup agains t Murray Saturday. 
-more-
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Simpson's squad has struggled with consistency lately, forcing the 
fifth-year coach to experiment with a variety of lineups. 
The Tennessee Tech is a l andmark for the Eagles in more ways than 
one . Should MSU get past MTSU unscathed, they will be playing for a 
school-record 20th win at Tech, as well as possibly deciding the 
regular - season championship. After a three-point Tech setback at Murray 
State last Thursday, the Eagles are in sole possession of first place 
with an 8-1 record while Tech closely trails with a 7-2 mark. Should the 
Eagles sweep the swing, they will need only one more win in their last 
three OVC outings to guarantee a least a share of the title . If that 
occurs, the Eagles would host the post-season tournament on the strength 
of their two wins over Tech . 
Leading the Golden Eagle charge is All - OVC forward Stephen Kite, 
who is averaging 18 . 5 points and 7.6 rebounds per game. He is backed 
by guard Jimmy Elliott's 12 .4 points and team-leading 85 assists. 
After the TTU game , the Eagles, who currently stand at 18-4 on 
the season, will close out against Austin Peay, Murray State, and 
Eastern Kentucky at home. The EKU contest will be featured on the OVC's 
"Friday Night Live" natwcrk on March 2. Tip-off is scheduled for 11:30 p.m. 
EAGLE EXTRAS: During the 11-game winning streak, the Eagles have 
hit 55 percent of their field goal attempts, compared to a non-conference 
rate of around 45 percent prior to OVC play .... Arthur "Pee Wee" 
Sullivan scored 22 points against IUSE to match his career high. He 
also pulled in seven rebounds .... Earl Harrison has been dominating the 
boards for MSU, leading the team in rebounding eight of the last nine games, 
averaging 11 per game in the last seven . He's closing in on the OVC lead 
with his 8 . 2 overall avera?e .... Sullivan could be callled the "Cabbage 
Patch Kid" of the OVC. Hes small, cute, and no one wanted at first, 
but now everyone has learned to l ove the 5-9 senior who is a f ine 
example of the term "student-athlete." He's averaging 8.9 points in 
only 21.5 minutes of playing time per game. 
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EAGLES HEAD INTO VITAL OVC ROAD SWING 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Riding the s trength of the nation's second-longest 
winning streak and a little help from the Murray State Racers, the 
Morehead State basketball team heads into a critical Tennessee road 
swing sitting atop the Ohio Valley Conference with a tenuous one-game 
lead. 
Coach Wayne Martin's crew carries an 11-game success story into 
battle against Middle Tennessee State on Feb. 16 and chief rival Tennessee 
Tech on Feb. 18. MSU's 11 straight wins is second only to the dozen 
compiled by Jerry Tarkanian's Nevada-Las Vegas team. 
The Eagles nearly blew their skein on Monday night against an 
Indiana-Southeast team that brought a 2-24 reco.rd into the fray. MSU 
was sluggish against the small but quick Grenadiers and had to extend 
itself into its second overtime this season before prevailing, 78-74 . 
' Middle Tennessee's Blue Raiders must contend with an Eagle squad 
bent ' ~n revenge. Coach Stan Simpson's charges a--::e the only OVC team t o 
' upen~ the Eagles this season in a 57-54 thriller at Morehead to open 
MSU'slleague slate. The loss is the only one MSU has suffered at home 
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thi{year. It broke a 14-game winning streak on the Eagle home court 
that extended back to December of 1982. 
One item of concern for Martin is that the Raiders were without 
the services of premier sophomore guard LaRae Davis in the loss at 
Morehead . Davis leads the Raider s in scoring with an 11.9 average , 
but found himself out of the starting lineup against Murrav Saturday. 
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Simpson ' s squad has struggled with consistency lately, forcing the 
fifth-year coach to experiment with a variety of lineup s. 
The Tennessee Tech is a landmark f or the Eagles in more ways than 
one. Should MSU get past MTSU unscathed , they will be playin g for a 
school-record 20th win at Tech, as well as possibly deciding the 
regular - season championship. After a three-point Tech s etback at Murray 
State last Thursday, the Eagles are in sole possession of first p l ace 
with an 8 -1 record whi l e Tech closely trails with a 7-2 mark . Should the 
Eagles sweep the swing , they will need only one more win in their last 
three OVC outings to g uarantee a least a share of the title. If that 
occurs , the Eagl es would hos t the post-season tournament on the strength 
of their two wins over Tech. 
Leading the Golden Eagle charge is All-OVC forward Stephen Kite , 
who i s averaging 18 . 5 points and 7.6 rebounds per game. He is backed 
by guard Jimmy Elliott's 12 .4 points and team-leading 85 assists . 
After the TTU game, the Eag les , who currently stand at 18-4 on 
the season, will c l ose out against Austin Peay, Murray State, and 
Eastern Kentucky at home. The EKU contes t will be featured on the OVC' s 
"Friday Night Live" n ctwcrk on March 2. Tip-off is scheduled for 11 :30 p.rn 
EAGLE EXTRAS: During the 11-game winning streak, the Eagles have 
hit 55 percent of their field goal attempts , compared to a non-conference 
rate of a round 45 percent prior to OVC play .. .. Arthur "Pee Wee" 
Sullivan scored 22 points against IUSE to match his career high. He 
also pulled in seven rebounds ... . Earl Harr ison has been dominating the 
boards for MSU, l eading the team in reboundi n g eight of the last nine game8 
averaging 11 per game i n the last s even. He's c losing in on the OVC lead 
with his 8.2 overal l avera?e ... . Sull ivan could be callled the "Cabbage 
Patch Kid" of the OVC. Hes smal l , cute, and no one wanted at first , 
but now everyone has learned to love t he 5-9 senior who is a fine 
example of the term " studen t-athlete . " He's averaging 8.9 points in 
only 2 1 .5 minutes of playing time per game. 
lttf!Nfft 
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MSU MEN NETTERS BEGIN NEW ERA 
MOREHEAD, KY -- More than a new tennis season is beginning for the 
Morehead State University men's tennis squad as Leighton Jones takes 
coIIlliland of the team, replacing George Sadler who ended his 15-year coaching 
reign last season. 
Sadler leaves large shoes for Jones to fill, ending his MSU coaching 
career with a 181-41 dual meet record. He guided MSU to five third-place 
finishes and one second in the Ohio Valley Conference. 
The Jones era begins with a season-opening match against Virginia Tech 
at 1:30 p.m. on Friday, Feb. 17, in Blacksburg, VA. 
As a player for MSU, Jones won the OVC No. 3 singles title in 1982 
and finished second at No. 4 last year. In doubles competition, he teamed 
with Martin Watts to place second in No. 1 doubles at the 1983 OVC tourney. 
Jones is confident about the upcoming 1984 campaign thanks to the 
three lettermen and fine recruiting class Sadler left his successor. The 
rookie Eagle coach and his No . 1 doubles partner, Watts, are the only 
graduation losses from last year's team, which placed third in the OVC . 
"This year, we should be strong up and down the line. We have a nice 
b lend of youth and experience, which will hopefully help us finish among 
the top three in the OVC tournament," said Jones. 
During the past two years, the Eagles have finished third in the OVC 
Championships, but Jones looks for that to change this year. 
(more) 
MSU MEN NETTERS BEGIN NEW ERA 2-2-2-2 
"I'm confident t hat we will do well in the OVC this year and hopefully 
get invited to the National Invitational Tournament , " said Jones. "The guys 
have been training hard and will be in a lot better condition than in the 
past . " 
Leading the Eagles into 1984 is a pair of two-time junior lettermen who 
were runners up at No . 2 doubles las t year in the OVC meet . 
Fred Kangwa of Kalulushi, Zambia, and captain Martin Lock of MaronderB:., 
Zimbabwe, ccmbined for a 20-4 record in 1983 and look to serve the Eagles 
at No. 1 doubles . 
In singles competition, the pair will be fitted into the No. 2 and 3 
slots respectively . Kangwa compiled a 17- 7 record at the No. 1 position in 
1983, while Lock had a 18-4 mark at No. 2. 
Popping into the No . 1 spot for the Eagles is freshman Panos Kambadellis 
of Athens, Greece, who joins the Eagles with some hefty credentials . 
Kambadellis was the No . 1 ranked junior in Greece during 1982-83 and No. 4 
ranked in the men's division. He also competed on the Davis Cup junior team 
and on the men's national team . 
Sophomore Paul Hope of Maidenhead, England, returns as the OVC's No. 6 
singles champion and has moved into the No. 4 slot after a 20-4 mark in 1983. 
Hope will team with Kambadellis as MSU's No. 2 doubles combo. 
Rounding out the 1984 edition of Eagle tennis is a trio of freshmen 
recruits. Martyn Crouch of Bodmin Cornwall, Englan d, and Ian Grout of 
Shrewsbury, England,will battle for the No. 5 singles spot. Crouch and 
Grout will combine as the Eagle No . 3 doubles team. 
The final MSU freshman recruit is Ricky Malone of Portsmouth (East), OH, 
vho will attempt to work into the No. 6 spot for the Eagles . 
"With the loss of Watts and myself we lost a lot of experience," said 
Jon e s , "but enthusiasm and talent wi l l counte ract tha t ." 
2/15/84j rb 
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STATE MEET NEXT FOR MSU SWIMMERS 
. MOREHEAD , KY -- After countless hours of training the Morehead State 
University men's and women's swirmning teams will finally get a chance to 
compete in the Kentucky State Swirmning Championships on Friday and Saturday 
at Centre College. 
Besides MSU and Centre, other teams will include Berea, Transylvania 
and Union . 
MSU coach Bob Willey is quite explicit about his hopes at the meet in 
Danville . 
"This is what we've been training for all season ·and we're going for 
roke," said Willey. "I feel the women have a shot at winning their 
division and I hope to see the men finish in the top three . " 
Willey's list of top competitors for the Lady Eagles features senior 
Leslie Besanko of Cincinnati, freshman Mariana Eyster of Morehead and 
sophomore Diana Wright of Paintsville . 
"Leslie is a definite threat in the 50 yard freestyle, diving and the 
100 yard butterfly, while Mariana should win the 100 and 200 yard breastroke," 
said Willey. "DiatJ.a has been the backbone of our success this season and 
I look for her to continue her success in the 100, 200 and 500 freestyle ." 
Eagle hopefuls in the men's division and in Willey ' s mind are limited 
to sophomore Don Gastineau from Troy, OH and freshman diver Chad Everman of 
Olive Hill. 
"Don has a shot at winning the 100 yard backstroke," said Willey. 
" In diving, Chad has improved by leaps and bounds . He never dove before 
this season, but will be a title contender this weekend ... 
2/15/ 84jrb 
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EAGLES HOST GOVS, RACERS IN MUST MINS 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---With their school-record winning str eak now r:. -cning 
of the past, the Morehead State Eagles rr.ust focus their attention on one 
ching: winning their remaining three games , two o f which occur t his 
week when Aus~in Peay (Fe1.:> . 23) and Murr1::v State (Feb. 25) come to tow-n . 
The Governors, coached by Howard Jackson, have played improved ball 
since the Eagles defeated them in Clarksvi lle by a score of 74-59 on 
Jan. 19. However, APSU is out of the running for the Ohio Valley Conference 
tournament with a 3-8 record. The Govs could play spoiler for the Eag les, 
though , since Morehead State needs all three wins to guarantee itself at 
least a share of the title. 
All-OVC candidate Lenny Manning is the key to the Governor attack. 
A 6-6 senior forward from Nashville, Manning is top s for APSU in both 
scoring (19.3 points per game) and rebounding (6.7 per game). His efforts 
are backed by senior forward Greg Andrews (11.0 points) and senior center 
Following the Austin Peay matchup, the Eagles will face the most 
critical of their three remaining contests when defending regular- season 
champion Murray State comes to call . The Eagles beat the Racers in Murray 
on Jan. 21 by an 87 - 76 score, but coach Ron Greene has brought his team 
together and the Racers have been playing strong ball ever since. 
The reason the MSU-MSU matchup i s so important to the Eagles is that 
should the regular season end in a tie between Morehead State and Tennessee 
Tech, the OVC tie-breaker would look to the outcomes of each tea~ for the 
next ranked team. With a win over the Racer s, MSU will have swept the 
EAGLES HOST GOVS, RACERS IN MUST WINS 2- 2- 2-2 - 2 
two games the teams have played, while Tech has already completed 
play against Murray, resulting in a split of the two contests . That 
would give the Eagles the nod and the home court advantage for t he 
OVC tournament. 
The Racers have been without the s ervices of premier ~uard Lamont 
Sleets, who scored 37 points in the earlier encounter with the Eagles. 
Ranked third in the conference in scoring, Sleets did not dress for either 
the Akron or Youngstown State games last weekend after aggravating a 
contusion to the scia tic nerve i n one of his legs during a 69-52 loss at 
Tennessee State on Feb . 13. 
Murray has found an able subs titute scorer tn junior college transfer 
Craig Talley, who is averaging 17. 5 points in the last six game s . Another 
Craig , this time Jones, has filled Sleets' vacancy in the starting l ineup 
and donated 22 points in the Youngstown State clash, which the Racers 
won handily by an 83- 62 score. 
The Eagles, now 19-5 and 9- 2 in the OVC after a stunning 70- 62 loss 
at Tennessee Tech Saturday, closed their school-record winning str eak at 
12 games , whicn at the time was the second- longest in the nation. MSU will 
t ry to reach t he 20-win mark for the first time in the school's history 
against Austin Peay . 
Earl Harrison and Jeff Tipton s t and as Eagle leaders heading into the 
home stretch. Both are averaging 1 2.3 points per game . Harrison is tops 
in rebounding with 7.8 boards, while Tip t on is second with 5 .7. 
Senior gua rd Jeff Fultz made a name for himself against Middle 
Tennessee l ast Thursda:· when he recorded 16 assists , which broke the MSU 
record and tied the OVC mark. With a t otal of 139 for the season , he 
n eeds only 30 more to break the MSU record for assist s in a season , which 
-more-
EAGLES HOST GOVS , RACERS IN MUST WINS 3-3- 3-3-3 
currently belongs to Howard Wa llen, who dished up 169 scores during the 
1971- 72 season. 
EAGLE EXTRAS: Had the Eagles bea t en Tech Saturday , t hey would l.ave 
owned the longest winning s treak in t he country , as Nevada-Las Vegas los t 
a t Fresno State on Sunday evening . Memphis State, who was tied for second 
with MSU, also lost, which would have left MSU alone at the top . . .. Guy 
Mi nnifield continues to advance up the list of leading Eag le scorers. 
With 1,144 career points, he stands at 13th and needs only 14 more to tie 
Jim Day for the 12th spot . .. . Eddie Childress also continues to move up, 
wi th his 1,107 spotting him at 15th. He needs 15 more to tie f ormer 
teamu1ate t1.:n.· i· _;,_ :, Be (.i.dey c:1.L 14cl1. . . . J t:f f Tip tut (..u tt t i uut: 8 h i~ c limb to 
become the 20th Eagle to reach the coveted 1,000- point level. With 954 
poi nts left and four games on tap (including a first-round OVC tourney 
game), Tipton will have to average 11.5 points per game to reach the 
l andmar k. To reach it in the regula r season , he must average 15.3 .... 
Tip' s been hot l ately, one reason the Eagles have been ab l e to build their 
winning streak. During a 1 5-day period, the Eagles played seven games 
and Tipton led l1SU in scoring in four of the seven. He p i led up 112 points 
ove r that period, averaging an even 16 a game. He had two 20- plus efforts 
. . . Ear l Harrison has been rebounding like a demon in t he last nine games, 
averaging 10 boards an outing. In that time he led t he Eagles in rebounding 
in seven games and shared honors in one . The stretch includes 15-carom 
e ffort against Eastern Kentucky (matching his career best), a 14- board 
game against Youngstown State, and 13 against Indiana- Southeast. 
THE OVC THIS WEEK (games whi c h have an impact on MSU are in all caps): 
THURSDAY: AUSTIN PEAY AT MOREHEAD STATE; Murray State at Eastern Kentucky ; 
Middle Tennes see at Young stown Sta te ; TENNESSEE TECH AT AKRON. 
FRI DAY : TENNESSEE TECH AT YOUNGSTOWN STATE (OVC TV). 
SATURDAY: MURRAY STATE AT MOREHEAD STATE; Aus tin Peay at Eastern Kentucky; 
Middle Tennessee at Akron. 
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EAGLE FOOTBALL KEEPS GOOD THI NGS COMING 
MOREHEAD, Ky.- --After completing a pleasing recruiting season , one 
would think Morehead State football coach Bill Baldridge would pause for 
a breath, but he has not res t ed in his efforts t o rebuil d the Eagle 
program t o the championship l evel he enjoyed while a player at MSU. 
Part of Baldridge' s commitment to Eagle excellence is to recruit 
from within the state as much as pos sible. With that in mind, he added 
two more Kentucky na tives to his initial recruiting class. The total of 
home-bred players joining t he Eagles now s tands a t nine, second only to 
the University of Kentucky . 
Greg Ramey, a center from Morehead, and D.D. Harrison, a running back 
·om Henderson, both have cast their football fortunes with the Eagles. 
Ramey, a home - g r own product who prepped at Rowan County, comes to 
MSU by way of the U.S. Naval Academy . A welcome addition to the Eagle 
offens i ve line, he will r edshirt and be eligib le for the 1985 season . 
Harrison wrapped a sterling career a t Henderson County High School 
under coach M r, ; " i1,... 1 l l"'\T,>O 1 l ~--J - .. ·----.-•- --·-· 
history, he carried the bal l 140 ti:mes last fal l for a total of 955 yar ds . 
an average of 6.8 yards per carry. He also scored 13 touchdowns and led 
his team in scoring with 82 points. 
He also pulled in seven passes for 59 yards while helping Hender son 
County to a 7-4 record last year . Also an outstanding defensive player, 
Baldridge has Harrison, who stands 5-11 and weighs 175, pencilled into the 
F,agle defens ive backfield . 
-more-
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Another aspect of Baldridge' s mas ter plan to improve Eagle 
football is greater interaction between his players and the campus 
and community . To that end, he has given permiss ion to two players to 
participate on the MSU baseball team this spring . 
Mike Hanlin, a starter for MSU at quarterback the last three years, 
an d James Graham, a part-time starter in the defensive backfield, will 
be giving baseball coach Steve Hamil ton a hand in his bid to defend the 
Ohio Val l ey Conference title. 
Hanl in wi l l be helping the basebali Eag l es as a short reliever, 
while Graham will lend depth to the outfiel d . His addition gives 
Hami l ton a perfect balance of l eft- and right - handed hitters in the 
outfield. 
Baldr i dge himself has been involved in the community more, but 
f ound himself an unwitting recipient of an award one day last week . 
Trying to lose the 15 pounds he's gained since joining the Eagles in 
December, he was jogging on the Jayne Stadium track when he was joined 
by the school ' s ROTC program, which was performing physical testing. 
As a lark , Baldridge j oined in ~J th the future servicemen and 
passed the "PT . " A day or two later, he received a telephone call 
inviting him to be a guest of honor at the ROTC awards banquet on 
Feb. 24, where he would be given an h0norary award for successfully 
completing the physical testing. 
Now, if he could only shed th.a t 15 pounds .. . . 
11/NNNNI 
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FOOTBALL P.S.: Former Eagle Danny Gooch has pas sed the final cut of the 
Birmingham Stallions of the USFL and will dr e ss for their season opener 
against the New Jer s ey Genera ls i n Birmingham this Sunda y. Gooch gr aduated 
from MSU in 1983 leading the OVC wi th 169 tack l es. He did not make t h~ 
Al l -OVC team, while the fi f th-leading tackler and another not ranked d i d. 
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EAGLES HOST GOVS, RACERS IN MUST WINS 
MOREHEAD , Ky.- --With their school-record winning streak now a thing 
of the past, the Morehead State Eagles must focus their attent i on on one 
thing: winning their remaining three games, two of which occur this 
wePk whPp Austin Peay come t ~) co,;.m. 
The Governors, coached by Howard Jackson, have played improved ball 
since the Eagles defeated them in Clarksville by a score of 74-59 on 
Jan. 19. However, APSU is out of the running for the Ohio Valley Conference 
tournament with a 3- 8 record. The Govs could play spoiler for the Eagles , 
though, since Morehead State needs all three wins to guarantee itself at 
least a share of the title. 
All-OVC candidate Lenny Manning is the key to the Governor attack . 
A 6-6 senior forward from Nashville, Manning is tops for APSU in both 
scoring (19.3 points per game) and rebounding (6.7 per game). His efforts 
are backed by senior forward Greg Andrews (11 . 0 points) and senior center 
Mandel Stockton (5.9 rebounds). 
Following the Austin Peay rnatchup, the Eagles will face the most 
critical of their three remaining contests when defending regular-season 
champion Murray State comes to call. The Eagles beat t he Racers in Murray 
on Jan. 21 by an 87-76 score, but coach Ron Greene has brought his team 
together and the Racers have been playing strong ball ever s ince. 
The reason the MSU-MSU matchup is so important to the Eagles is t ha t 
should the regular season end in a tie between Morehead State and Tennessee 
Tech, the OVC tie-breaker would look to the outcomes of each team for the 
next ranked team. With a win over the Racers , MSU wi ll have swept the 
EAGLES HOST GOVS, RACERS I N MUST WI NS 2- 2 - 2- 2 - 2 
two games the teams have play ed, wh i le Tech has already completed 
play against Murray, resulting in a split of the two contests. That 
would give the Eagles the nod and the home court advantage for the 
OVC tournament. 
The Racers have been without the services of premier ~uard Lamont 
Sleets, who scored 37 points in the earlier encounter with the Eagles. 
Ranked third in the conference in scoring , Sleets did not dress for either 
the Akron or Youngstown State games last weekend after aggravating a 
contusion to the sciatic nerve in one of his legs during a 69-52 loss at 
Tennessee State on Feb. 13. 
Murray has found an able substitute scorer in junior college transfer 
Craig Talley, who is averaging 1 7.5 points in the last six games. Another 
Craig, this time Jones, has filled Sleets' vacancy in the starting lineup 
and donated 22 points in the Youngstown State clash, which the Racers 
won handily by an 83-62 score. 
The Eagles, now 19-5 and 9-2 in the OVC after a stunning 70 -62 loss 
at Tennessee Tech Saturday , closed their school -record winning streak at 
12 games, which at the time was the second-longest in the nation. MSU will 
try to reach the 20-win mark for the first time in the school's history 
against Austin Peay. 
Earl Harrison and Jeff Tipton stand as Eagle leaders heading into the 
home stretch. Both are averaging 12.3 points per game. Harrison is tops 
in rebounding wi th 7.8 boards, while Tipton is second with 5.7 . 
Senior guard Jeff Fultz made a name for himself against Middle 
Tennessee last Thursday when he recorded 16 a s sists , which broke the MSU 
record and tied the OVC mark . With a total of 139 for the season, he 
needs only 30 more to break the MSU record for assists in a season, which 
-more-
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currently belongs to Howard Wallen, who dished up 169 scores during the 
1971- 72 season. 
EAGLE EXTRAS: Had the Eagles beaten Tech Satur day , they would have 
owned the longest winning streak in the country, as Nevada- Las Vegas lost 
at Fresno State on Sunday evening . ~emphis State, who was tied for second 
with MSU, also lost, which would have left MSU alone at the top . .. . Guy 
Minnifie l d con tinues to advance up the list of l eading Eagle scor ers. 
With 1 , 144 career points, he s t ands a t 13th and needs only 14 more to t i e 
Jim Day for the 12th spot ... . Eddie Childress also continues to move up, 
with his 1,107 spotting hi'til at 15th. He needs 15 more to tie former 
t e aminat.e torris Beci<.i.ey ac 14cr1 .... Jeff Tip con concinues nis climb t:o 
become the 20th Eagle to reach the coveted 1,000-point level . With 954 
points l eft and four games on tap (including a fi r st- round OVC tourney 
game), Ti p ton wi l l have to average 11.5 point s per game to reach the 
landmark . To reach i t in t he r egular season, he must average 15 .3 . .. . 
Tip' s been hot lat e l y, one reason the Eag l es have been able to build t hei r 
winning streak. During a 1 5- day period, the Eagles p l ayed seven games 
and Tipton led HSU in scoring i n four of the seven. He piled up 112 points 
over t hat per iod, averaging an even 16 a game . He had two 20- plus efforts 
... Earl Har rison has been rebounding like a demon in the last nine games, 
averagi ng 10 boar ds an outing. In that time he led the Eagles in r ebounding 
in seven games and shared honors in one. The stretch includes 15- carom 
effort agai nst Eastern Kentucky (matching his career best), a 14-board 
game against Youngstown State, and 13 against Indian a-Southeas t . 
THE OVC THIS WEEK (games which have an impact on MSU are in al l caps) : 
THURSDAY : AUSTIN PEAY AT MOREHEAD STATE; Murray State at Eas ter n Kentucky; 
Middle Tennessee at Youngstown State; TENNESSEE TECH AT AKRON. 
FRIDAY: TENNESSEE TECH AT YOUNGSTOWN STATE (OVC TV) . 
SATURDAY: MURRAY STATE AT MOREHEAD STATE; Aus tin Peay at Eastern Kentucky; 
Middle Tennessee at Akron. 
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EAGLE FOOTBALL KEEPS GOOD THINGS COMING 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---After completing a pleasing recruiting season, one 
would think Morehead State football coach Bill Baldridge would pause for 
a breath, but he has not rested in his efforts to rebuild the Eagle 
program to the championship level he enjoyed while a player at MSU. 
Part of Baldridge' s connnitment to Eagle excellence is to recruit 
from within the state as much as possible . With that in mind, he added 
two more Kentucky natives to his initial recruiting class . The total of 
home-bred players joining the Eagles now stands at nine, second only to 
the University of Kentucky. 
Greg Ramey , a center from Morehead, and D. D. Harrison , a running back 
from Henderson, both have cast their football fortunes with the Eagles. 
Ramey, a home-grown product who prepped at Rowan County , comes to 
MSU by way of the U. S. Naval Academy . A welcome addition to the Eagle 
offensive line , he will redshirt and be eligible for the 1985 season . 
Harrison wrapped a s terling career at Henderson County High School 
under coach Mojo Hollowell . The third-leading rusher in the school's 
history, he carried the ball 140 time s last fall for a total of 955 yards, 
an average of 6 . 8 yards per carry . He also scored 13 touchdowns and led 
his team in scoring with 82 points. 
He also pulled in seven passes for 59 yards while helping Henderson 
County to a 7-4 record l ast y-ear . Also an outstanding defensive player, 
Baldridge has Harrison , who stands 5-11 and weigns 175 , pencilled into the 
Eagle defensive backfield . 
-more-
EAGLE FOOTBALL KEEPS GOOD THINGS COMING 2-2-2-2-2 
Another aspect of Baldridge's master plan to improve Eagle 
football is greater interaction between his players and the campus 
and community. To that end, he has given permission to two players to 
participate on the MSU baseball team this spring. 
Mike Hanlin , a starter for MSU a t quarterback the last three years, 
and James Graham , a part-time starter in the defensive backfield, will 
be giving baseball coach Steve Hamilton a hand i n his bid to defend the 
Ohio Valley Conference title. 
Hanlin will be helping the basebali Eagles as a short reliever, 
while Graham will lend depth to the outfield. His addition gives 
Hamilton a perfect balance of left- and right-handed hitters in the 
outfield. 
Baldridge himself has been involved in the community more, but 
found himself an unwitting r ecipient of an award one day last week . 
Trying to lose the 15 pounds he's gained since joining the Eagles in 
December, he was jogging on the Jayne Stadium track when he was joined 
by the school 's ROTC program, which was performing physical testing. 
As a lark, Baldridge joined in with the future servicemen and 
passed the "PT . " A day or two later, he received a telephone call 
inviting him to be a guest of honor at the ROTC awards banquet on 
Feb. 24, where he would be given an honorary award for successfully 
completing the physical testing . 
Now, if he could onl y shed that 15 pounds .... 
INNNNN! 
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FOOTBALL P.S.: Former Eagl e Danny Gooch has passed the final cut of the 
Birmingham Stallions of the USFL and will dress for their season opener 
against the New Jersey Generals in Birmingham this Sunday. Gooch graduated 
from MSU in 1983 leading the OVC with 169 tackles . He did not make th~ 
All-OVC team, while the fifth-leading tackler and another not ranked did. 
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EAGLE FOOTBALL KEEPS GOOD THINGS COMING 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---After completing a pleasing recruiting season, one 
would think Morehead State football coach Bill Baldridge would pause for 
a breath, but he has not rested in his efforts to rebuild the Eagle 
program to the championship level he eP.joyed while a player at MSU . 
Part of Baldridge's commitment to Eagle excellence is to recruit 
from within the state as much as possible. With that in mind, he added 
two more Kentucky natives to his initial recrui ting class . The total of 
home-bred players joining the Eagles now stands at nine, second only to 
the University of Kentucky. 
Greg Ramey, a center from Morehead , and D.D. Harrison, a running back 
rom Henderson, both have cast their football fortunes with the Eagles. 
Ramey, a home-grown product who prepped at Rowan County, comes to 
MSU by way of the U.S. Naval Academy . A welcome additi on to the Eagle 
offensive line, he will redshirt and be eligible for t he 1985 season. 
Harrison wrapped a sterling career a t Henderson County High School 
under 1202.ch Moj o l-k1llor,1p l1 'ThP rhi rrl-1 P..:=tnine r1rc;her in the school ' s 
history, he carried the ball 140 times lase fall for a total of 955 yards, 
an average of 6.8 yards per carry . He also scored 13 touchdowns and led 
his team in scoring with 82 points. 
He also pulled in seven passes for 59 yards while helping Henderson 
County to a 7-4 record last year. Also an outstanding defens ive player, 
Baldridge has Harrison , who stands 5-11 and weighs 175, pencilied into the 
Eagle defensive backfield. 
-more -
EAGLE FOOTBALL KEEPS GOOD THINGS COMI NG 2-2-2-2-2 
Another aspect of Baldridge' s master plan to improve Eagle 
football is greater interaction between his players and the campus 
and community . To that end, he has given permission to two players to 
participate on the MSU baseball team this spring . 
Mike Hanlin , a starter for MSU at quarterback the last three years, 
and J ames Graham, a part-time starter in the defensive backfield, will 
be giving baseball coach Steve Hami l t on a hand in his bid to defend the 
Ohio Valley Conference title. 
Hanlin wil l be helping the basebali Eagles as a short reliever, 
while Graham will lend depth to the outfield. His addition gives 
Hamilton a perfect balance of left- and right-handed hitters in the 
outfield. 
Baldridge himself has been involved in the cmrnnunity more, but 
found himself an unwitting recipient of an award one day las t week . 
Trying to lose the 15 pounds he ' s gained since joining the Eagles in 
December, he was jogging on the Jayne Stadium track when he was joined 
by the school ' s ROTC program, whi ch was performing physical testing . 
As a lark , Baldridge joined i n with the future servicemen and 
passed the "PT . " A day or t wo later, he received a telephone call 
inviting him to be a guest of honor at the ROTC awards banquet on 
Feb. 24, where he would be given an h0norary award for successfully 
completing the physical testing . 
Now, if he could only shed that 15 pounds . ... 
INNNNNI 
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FOOTBALL P.S.: Former Eagle Danny Gooch ha s passed the fina l cut o f the 
Birmingham Sta llions of t he USFL and will dress f or their seas on opener 
against the New Jersey Generals i n Birming ham this Sunday. Gooch gr a duated 
from MSU in 1983 lea ding t he OVC with 169 t ackle s . He did not make th~ 
All-OVC team, while the fifth-leading t a ckler and another not r anked di d . 
~orts Information CRAIG BOHNER:~~:~:~~ 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 
LADY EAGLES BEGIN FINAL HOMESTAND 
MOREHEAD, Ky .---The final homestand of the regular season gets 
underway for the Morehead State women's basketball team this week and 
Mickey Wells' s quad is look ing for a second-place finish in the Ohio 
Valley Conference standings . 
The Lady Eagles, 7-4 in OVC play , will entertain Austi n Peay on 
Feb. 23 and Murray State on Feb. 25. MSU will wrap up regular seas on 
play on March 2 agains t Ea stern Kentucky. 
After splitting OVC games last week at Middle Tennessee and Tennessee 
Tech, the Lady Eagles f ind themselves tied for third-place with Eastern 
Kentucky and just one game behind TTU, which is 8-3 in the league and 
as split its season series with MSU . 
"Play ing our final three conference regular season games at home 
is an advantage for us," said Wells . "If we can win all three games, 
we would def initely have third place and a good shot at taking second 
place." 
If the Lady Eagles win all three of their remaining conference 
clashes , third place would be secured and a second-place finish would 
be within s t rik ing distance. 
Tennessee Tech must play their remaining OVC games on the road at 
Akron , Youngstown State, and Middle Tennessee, the league leader with 
a 9-2 mark . 
But firs t things f irst. Austin Peay, a team that defeated the Lady 
Eagles, 64-51 on Jan. 19, is first on the Morehead State home agenda . 
The Lady Govs are led by Gayle Kinzer, who paces the squad in 
bo t h scoring and rebounding . 
-more-
LADY EAGLES BEGIN FINAL HOMESTAND 
"Austin Peay started off the season extremely well, but have since 
allen on some hard times," said Wells. 
APSU has a 5-6 OVC record, but has won just three of their last 
nine league games. 
On Saturday, the Lady Racers of Murray State pay a visit to the 
Academic-Athletic Center. 
"Murray State always gives us trouble," Wells said. "They gave 
us fits down there earlier this season." 
In the intial meeting this year, Morehead State was forced into 
to overtime before finally knocking off the Lady Racers, 66-63. 
In both games against Austin Peay and Murray State, junior guard 
Connie Appelman was the leading scorer with 16 and 14 points, 
respectively. Appelman leads the Lady Eagles in scoring for the season 
with a 13.0 points per game average. 
Freshman forward Bernice Linner is the only other Lady Eagle in 
double figures with 10.9 points a game. 
41/NNNNI 
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\ME NOTES 
Western Kentucky Lady Hilltoppers (17-8) 
vs. Morehead State Lady Eagles (14-9) 
Feb. 21, 1984, 7:30 p.m. 
Academic-Athletic Center (7,000) 
GAME 24 
THE SERIES: The series started in the 1974-75 season, and the series 
is tied at 10-10 . Western Kentucky won the first five games 
of the series and evened the series with a 71-55 win last Monday 
night at Diddle Arena. The longest Lady Eagle winning streak 
in the series has been eight games from 1978 through last year. 
WKU has also won the last four encounters between the teams. 
The Lady Eagles largest winning margin in the series came in 
the second meeting of the 1978-79 season, when MSU won 94-77. 
WKU's biggest win was 92-68 in 1975-76, the 13th worst setback 
in MSU women's basketball history . 
THE LAST MEETING: Western Kentucky captured a 71-55 victory over the 
Lady Eagles last Monday night in Bowling Green. Guard Kami 
Thomas led all scorers with 19 points as the Lady 'Toppers 
led at intermission 34-25. The Lady 'Toppers placed three 
other scorers in double figures . Melinda Carlson netted 14, 
Diane Depp added 11 and Clemette Haskins scored 10. For the 
Lady Eagles, junior guard Connie Appelman scored a team-high 
16 points. Junior center Loni Guilette added 10 points and 
grabbed a game-high seven rebounds. 
DIFFERENT SCORERS AND REBOUNDERS: Over the last four games, Morehead 
State has had a different leading scorer and rebounder in 
each outing. Bernice Linner, Rita Berry, Melissa Ireton 
and Appelman have led MSU in scoring. Topping the rebounding 
column has been Loni Guilette (seven against WKU last Monday 
night), Appelman , Ireton and Linner. 
COACHES: Lady Eagle head coach Mickey Wells has a 155-87 record in 
his ninth year at Morehead State. WKU skipper Paul Sanderford 
is 39-15 in his second season with the Lady 'Toppers. His 
overall record stands at 224-41 in eight years of coaching. 
NEXT GAME: The Lady Eagles will host Austin Peay (Feb. 23, 5:00 p.m.). 
The game will start the Lady Eagles final Ohio Valley Conference 
homestand of the season. 
PROBABLE STARTERS: 
Morehead State Western Kentucky 
No. Name Pos. Ht. Avg. No. Name Pos. 
34 Rita Berry -G- 5- 7 7 .2 n- Clemette Haskins -G-
32 Connie Appelman G 5-10 13.0 22 Kami Thomas G 
+4 Loni Guilette C 6-3 5.3 44 Melinda Carlson C 
L2 Bernice Linner F 6-1 10.9 33 Laura Ogles F 
15 Lynn Miley F 6-1 6.6 25 Gina Brown F 
t28 · .4 
12.6 
5.8 
5.2 
10.6 
EAGLES HOST GOVS, RACERS IN MUST WINS 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---With their school-record winning streak now a thing 
of the past, the Morehead State Eagles must focus their attention on one 
thi ng : winning their remaining three games, two of which occur this 
week when Austin Peay (Feb. 23) and Murray State (Feb. 25) come to town . 
The Governors, coached by Howard Jackson, have played improved ball 
s ince the Eagles defeated them in Clarksville by a score of 74-59 on 
Jan. 19. However, APSU is out of the running for the Ohio Valley Conference 
tournament with a 3-8 record. The Govs could play spoiler for the Eagles, 
though , since Morehead State needs all three win s to guarantee itself at 
least a share of the title. 
All- OVC candidate Lenny Manning is the key to the Governor attack . 
A 6- 6 senior forward from Nashville, Manning is tops for APSU in both 
scoring (19 . 3 points per game) and rebounding ( 6.7 per game) . His efforts 
are backed by senior forward Greg Andrews (11 . 0 points) and senior center 
Mande l Stockton (5 .9 rebounds). 
Following the Austin Peay matchup, the Eagles will face the most 
criti cal of their three remaining contests when defending regul ar-season 
champi on Murray State comes to call. The Eagles beat the Racers in Murray 
on Jan . 21 by an 87-76 score, but coach Ron Greene has brought his team 
together and the Racer s have been playing strong ball ever since . 
The reason the MSU-MSU matchup is so important to the Eagles i s that 
should the regular season end in a tie between Morehead State and Tennessee 
Tech, the OVC tie-breaker would look to the outcomes of each team for the 
next ranked team . With a win over the Racers, MSU will have swept the 
EAGLES HOST GOVS, RACERS IN MUST WINS 2-2-2-2-2 
two games the teams have played, while Tech has already completed 
play against Murray, resulting in a split of the two contests. That 
would give the Eagles the nod and the home court advantage for the 
OVC tournament. 
The Racers have been without the services of premier ~uard Lamont 
Sleets, who scored 37 points in the earlier encounter with the Eagles. 
Ranked third in the conference in scoring, Sleets did not dress for either 
the Akron or Youngstown State games last weekend after aggravating a 
contusion to the sciatic nerve in one of his legs during a 69-52 l oss at 
Tennessee State on Feb . 13. 
Murray has found an able s~bstitute scorer in junior college transfer 
Craig Talley, who is averaging 17 . 5 points in the last six games . Another 
Craig, this time Jones, has fil l ed Sleets ' vacancy in the starting lineup 
and donated 22 points in the Youngstown State clash , which the Racers 
won handily by an 83-62 score . 
The Eagles, now 19- 5 and 9-2 in the OVC after a stunning 70-62 loss 
at Tennessee Tech Saturday, c l osed their school - record winning streak at 
12 games, which at the time was the second-longest in the nation . MSU will 
try to reach the 20-win mark for the first time in the school's history 
against Austin Peay . 
Earl Harrison and Jeff Tipton stand as Eagle leaders heading into the 
home stretch. Both are averaging 12 . 3 points per game . Harrison is tops 
in rebounding with 7 . 8 boards, while Tipton is second with 5 . 7 . 
Senior guard Jeff Fultz made a name for himself against Middle 
Tennessee last Thursday when he recorded 16 assists, which broke the MSU 
record and tied the OVC mark . With a total of 139 for the season, he 
needs only 30 more to break the MSU record for assists in a season, which 
-more-
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currently belongs to Howard Wallen, who dished up 169 scores during the 
1971-72 season. 
EAGLE EXTRAS: Had the Eagles beaten Tech Saturday, they would have 
owned the l ongest winning streak in the country, as Nevada-Las Vegas lost 
at Fresno State on Sunday evening. Memphis State, who was tied for second 
with MSU , also lost , which would have left MSU alone at the top . .. . Guy 
Minnifield continues to advance up the list of leading Eagle scorers . 
With 1,144 career points , he stands at 13th and needs only 14 more to tie 
Jim Day for the 12th spot . . . . Eddie Childress also continues to move up, 
with his 1,107 spotting hrm at 15th . He needs 15 more to tie former 
teammate Norris Beckley at 14th . . . . Jeff Tipton continues his climb to 
become the 20th Eagle to reach the coveted 1 ,000-point level . With 954 
points left and four games on tap (including a first-round OVC tourney 
game), Tipton will have to average 11 . 5 pornts per game to reach the 
landmark . To reach it in the regular season, he must average 15.3 .... 
Tip's been hot lately , one reason the Eagles have been able to build their 
winning streak . During a 15-day period , the Eagles played seven games 
and Tipton led HSU in scoring in four of the seven. He piled up 112 points 
over that period, averaging an even 16 a game. He had two 20-plus efforts 
... Earl Harrison has been rebounding lrke a demon in the last nine games, 
averaging 10 boards an out ing . In that time he led the Eagles in rebounding 
in seven games and shared honors in one. The stretch includes 15-carom 
effort against Eastern Kentucky (~atching his career best), a 14-board 
game against Youngstown State, and 13 against Indiana-Southeast . 
THE OVC THIS WEEK (games which have an i'1Ilpact on MSU are in a ll caps): 
THURSDAY: AUSTIN PEAY AT MOREHEAD STATE; ~urray State at Eastern Kentucky; 
Middle Tennessee at Youngstown State; TENNESSEE TECH AT AKRON. 
FRIDAY: TENNESSEE TECH AT YOUNGSTOWN STATE (OVC TV) . 
SATURDAY: MURRAY STATE AT MOREHEAD STATE; Austin Peay at Eastern Kentucky ; 
Middle Tennessee at Akron. 
iNNNNNI 
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Austin Peay Governors (10-13, 4-7 OVC) 
vs. Morehead State Eagles (19-5, 9 - 2 OVC) 
Thursday, Feb . 23 , 1984, 7:30 p.m. 
Academic-Athletic Cen ter (7,000) 
GAME 25 
THE SERIES : The Eag les hold a 27- 15 lead in the rivalry, which began in 
the 1963-64 season. The Eag le s won the first encounter between the 
two schools, 85-76 . The Govs took the s econd meeting, 88-85, later 
that same year. 
LAST GAME: January 19, 1984, Winfield Dunn Center, Clarksville, Tenn. 
The Eagles received bench help from a surprising source .. . Guy 
Minnifield, who scored 20 point s to spark the Eagles to a 74-59 
win. MSU jumped out to a ten-point lead with six minutes left 
in the first half , then watched it get whittled down to three at 
the half . The Govs then took c ontrol, grabbing a one-point lead 
with 16:40 left in the game. After three t i es, the Eagles took the 
lead for good at 8:20 on a Minnifield jumper . MSU stretched the 
margin to 17 before allowing Pat Day an uncontested layu~ at the 
horn for the final score. 
LAST TIME OUT: Both t eams are still stinP,ing hard-fought battle$ their 
last times on the court. The Eagles dropped a 70-62 decision at 
Tennessee Tech to fall into a tie for first place in the OVC with 
Tech, while the Go vs literally fought Akron to an 83-81 overtime 
win on Saturday . A fieht marred t he UA-APSU game three minutes into 
the second half, clearing both benches. 
WELCOME TO THE OVC: A special welcome goes to Brad Kirtley , the newly-
appointed sports information director at Austin Peay . Brad takes 
the place of MSU's Craig Bohnert as the newest member of the OVC 
sports information crew . 
IS IT GONNA BE TONIGHT?: Last Saturday, the Eagles were striving for 
their 20th win, which would have been a first in the annals of 
Morehead State' s 54 years of basketball . MSU tied the school record 
for wins in a season with its 88-73 win over Middle Tennessee last 
Thursday. The Eagles have reached 19 wins on four other occasions : 
1955-56, 1956-57, 1960-61, and 1982-83. Every time the Eagles have 
recorded a 19-win season, they have participated in the NCAA 
tournament. 
WELCOME BACK: To Kenny and Nancy Klein. Kenny was the MSU SID prior to 
Bohnert, and he now holds the position of SID at a small school on the 
Ohio River, the University of Louisville. Welcome back, Kleins , it's 
good to have you here! 
MANNING OVC PLAYER OF THE WEEK: Austin Peay's Lenny Manning has been 
name the Sports Time/OVC Co-Player of the Week, along with Murray 
State's Craig Talley . Manning had 53 points in last week's action, 
hitting 21-44 field goal s , 11-13 free throws, and grabbing 13 rebounds. 
His partner in the h onor s, Talley, will be in the AAC this Saturday 
as MSU hosts Murray in a matchup that is critical to the Eag les' 
title hopes . 
Austin Peay Governors (10-13, 4-7 OVC) 
vs. Morehead State Eagles (19-5, 9-2 OVC) 
Thursday, Feb. 23, 1984, 7:30 p.m. 
Academic-Athletic Center (7,000) 
GAME 25 
THE SERIES: The Eagles hold a 27-15 lead in the rivalry, which began in 
the 1963-64 season. The Eagles won the first encounter between the 
two schools, 85-76. The Govs took the second meeting, 88-85, later 
that same year. 
LAST GAME: January 19, 1984, Winfield Dunn Center, Clarksville, Tenn. 
The Eagles received bench help from a surprising source ... Guy 
Minnifield, who scored 20 points to spark the Eagles to a 74-59 
win . MSU jumped out to a ten-point lead with six minutes left 
in the first half, then watched it get whittled down to three at 
the half. The Govs then took control, grabbing a one-point lead 
with 16:40 left in the game. After three ties, the Eagles took the 
lead for good at 8:20 on a Minnifield jumper . MSU stretched the 
margin to 17 before allowing Pat Day an uncontested layuo at the 
horn for the final score . 
LAST TIME OUT: Both teams are still stin~ing hard-fought battles their 
last times on the court. The Eagles dropped a 70-62 decision at 
Tennessee Tech to fall into a tie for first place in the OVC with 
Tech, while the Govs literally fought Akron to an 83-81 overtime 
win on Saturday . A fight marred the UA-APSU game three minutes into 
the second half, clearing both benches . 
WELCOME TO THE OVC: A special welcome goes to Brad Kirtley, the newly-
appointed sports information director at Austin Peay . Brad takes 
the place of MSU 1 s Craig Bohnert as the newest member of the OVC 
sports information crew. 
IS IT GONNA BE TONIGHT?: Last Saturday, the Eagles were striving for 
their 20th win, which would have been a first in the annals of 
Morehead State's 54 years of basketball. MSU tied the school record 
for wins in a season with its 88-73 win over Middle Tennessee l ast 
Thursday. The Eagles have reached 19 wins on four other occasions: 
1955-56, 1956-57, 1960-61, and 1982-83. Every time the Eagles have 
recorded a 19-win season, they have participated in the NCAA 
tournament. 
WELCOME BACK: To Kenny and Nancy Klein. Kenny was the MSU SID prior to 
Bohnert, and he now holds the position of SID at a small school on the 
Ohio River, the University of Louisville . Welcome back, Kleins, it's 
good to have you here! 
MANNING OVC PLAYER OF THE WEEK: Austin Peay 1 s Lenny Manning has been 
name the Sports Time/OVC Co-Player of the Week, along with Murray 
State's Craig Talley. Manning had 53 points in last week's action, 
hitting 21-44 field goals, 11-13 free throws , and grabbing 13 rebounds. 
His partner in the honors, Talley, will be in the AAC this Saturday 
as MSU hosts Murray in a matchup that is critical to the Eagles' 
title hopes. 
TONIGHT'S OFFICIALS : Willard Smith and Herman Ramsey. 
THE WAY IT COULD BE: With attention focussed on the OVC race , let ' s look 
at what could be. If Tech and MSU tie by going 3-0 in their last 
three games, the tiebreaker would be head-to-head competition against 
Murray State. MSU would have recorded a sweep, since by going 3- 0 
they would have swept the Murray State pair, while Tech split with 
the Racers . Should MSU l ose to Murray and Tech lose to Middle 
Tennessee, a coin toss would decide the site of the tournament. 
Should the coin toss be required, it would take place at 3 p .m. 
EST on Sunday, March 4, in the OVC offices in Nashville . 
PROBABLE STARTERS: 
Morehead State Austin Peay 
No Ht Name Avg Pos No Ht Name Avg 
33 6-6 Eddie Childress 9 . 5 F 4 6-6 Lenny Manning 19.3 
42 6-7 Earl Harrison 12.3 F 31 6-5 Greg Andrews 11. 0 
32 6-11 Jeff Tipton 1 2 . 3 C 15 6-6 Mandel Stockton 9 . 0 
3 6- 2 Guy Minnifield 11 . 6 G 12 6-3 Joe Parker 6.7 
12 6-2 Jeff Fultz 4 . 6 G 20 6-0 Kent Able 1. 9 
TONIGHT IN THE OVC: Murray State at Eastern Kentucky; Middle Tennessee 
at Youngstown State; Tennessee Tech at Akron. 
TOMORROW IN THE OVC: Tennessee Tech at Youngstown State on OVC Friday 
Night Live, with tip-off at 11:30 p .m. EST . 
SATURDAY IN THE OVC: Austin Peay at Eastern Kentucky; Middle Tennessee 
at Akron; Murray State at Morehead State. 
MARCH 
3 Sat . 
9 Fri. 
10 Sat. 
11 Sun. 
12 Mon. 
13 Tue . 
14 Wed. 
15 Thu. 
16 Fri. 
17 Sat. 
20 Tue. 
21 Wed . 
22 Thu . 
23 Fri. 
24 Sat . 
25 Sun . 
Basebal l (vs. 
Basebal l (at 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1984 Spring Sports Schedule 
Geor getown College) 
Cincinnati, 2) 
Men ' s Tennis (Tenn. Tech & Youngstown St . at Richmond) 
Men ' s Tennis (Akron at Richmond) 
Baseball (vs . Southeast Massachusetts) 
Men ' s Tennis (at North Carolina- Asheville) 
Men ' s Golf (Florida Int ' l Intercollegiate at Miami, FL) 
Baseball (vs. Southeast Massachusetts) 
Men's Golf (Florida Int ' l Intercollegiate at Miami , FL) 
Men ' s Tennis (at Furman) 
Baseball (vs . Southeast Massachusetts) 
Men's Golf (Florida Int ' 1 Intercoll egiate a t Miami , FL) 
Men ' s Tennis (at Cl emson) 
Baseball (at Middle Tennessee , 2) 
Men ' s Golf (Florida Int ' l Intercollegiate at Miami , FL) 
Baseball (vs . Louisvil l e, 2) 
Men ' s Tennis (at South Caro l ina State) 
Baseball (vs. Rhode Island) 
Men ' s Tennis (at The Citadel) 
Softball (vs . Berea College)* 
Baseball (vs . Marshall) 
Baseball (vs . Kentucky, 2) 
Softb a ll (at Georgetown College) 
Women' s Tennis (at Tennessee) 
Baseball (vs. Northern Kentucky) 
Women ' s Tennis (at Tennessee-Martin Invitati onal) 
Baseball (vs . Purdue , 2) 
Men ' s Tennis (at Middle Tennessee) 
Women ' s Tennis (at Tennessee-Martin Invitational) 
Baseball (vs. Purdue , 2) 
Men ' s Tennis (at Tennessee- Chattanooga) 
Women ' s Tennis (at Tennessee- Martin Invitational) 
(more) 
1 p.m . 
1 p . m. 
9 a . m . 
9 a . m . 
1 p.m. 
2 p . m. 
1 p . m. 
2:15 p.m. 
1 p.m. 
2 p . m. 
TBA 
1 p . m. 
3 p.m. 
1 2 noon 
TBA 
5:30 p . m. 
3 p . m. 
1 p . m. 
TBA 
12 noon 
3 p . m. 
TBA 
1 p . m. 
11 a . m. 
TBA 
1 p . m. 
10 a . m. 
TBA 
MSU 1984 Spring Sports Schedule 2-2-2-2-2 
MARCH - cont. 
26 Mon. 
27 Tue . 
28 Wed. 
29 Thu. 
30 Fri. 
31 Sat. 
APRIL 
l Sun . 
2 Mon . 
3 Tue . 
4 Wed. 
5 Thu . 
6 Fri. 
7 Sat. 
8 Sun . 
9 Mon. 
10 Tue. 
Softball (vs Northern Kentucky) * 
Women ' s Tennis (at Evansville) 
Baseball (at Kentucky, 2) 
Baseball (at Marshall) 
Softball (at Eastern Kentucky) 
Softball (vs. Kentucky State)* 
Baseball (at Charleston) 
Men's Tennis (Kentucky Invitational at Lexington) 
Men 's Golf (Colonels Classic at Richmond) 
Men ' s Tennis (Kentucky Invitational at Lexington) 
Women's Tennis (Eastern Michigan at Richmond ) 
Baseball (at Northern Kentucky, 2) 
Men's Golf (Colonels Cl assic at Richmond) 
Baseball (at Miami of Ohio, 2) 
Softball (vs . Transy l vania)* 
Men ' s Tennis (vs. Cincinnati) 
Women ' s Tennis (vs. Marshall) 
Softball (vs. Eastern Kentucky)* 
Softbal l (at Kentucky) 
Football (High School Football Coach es Clinic) 
Men ' s Tennis (vs . Murray State) 
Women ' s Tennis (vs . Ball State) 
Men ' s Golf (Marshall Invitational at Huntington , WV) 
Baseball (vs . Akron , 2) 
Footbal l (High School Football Coaches Clinic) 
Men ' s Golf (Marshall Invitational at Huntington, WV) 
Men's Tennis (Kentucky Dual Tournament at Lexington) 
Women ' s Tennis (vs. Eastern Kentucky) 
Basebal l (vs . Akron) 
Men ' s Tennis (Kentucky Dual Tournament at Lexington) 
Softball (at Northern Kentucky) 
Men ' s Tennis (at Louisville) 
Basebal l (at Eastern Kentucky) 
Softball (at Tennessee Tech) 
(more) 
4 p.m. 
12 noon 
l p . m. 
3 p . m. 
1:30 p . m. 
4 p . m. 
2 p.m. 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
2 p . m. 
2 p .m . 
TBA 
1 p.m . 
4 p.m . 
2 p . m. 
3 p .m. 
3:30 p .m. 
4 p .m. 
2 p . m. 
3 p.m. 
TBA 
l p . m. 
TBA 
TBA 
2 p.m. 
l p . m. 
TBA 
3 p.m . 
2 p .m. 
3 p .m. 
3 p.m. 
MSU 1984 Spring Sports Schedule 3-3-3-3-3 
APRIL - cont . 
11 Wed. 
12 Thu. 
13 Fri. 
1 4 Sat . 
15 Sun. 
16 Mon . 
17 Tue . 
18 Wed . 
19 Thu. 
20 Fri. 
21 Sat. 
22 Sun . 
24 Tue. 
25 Wed. 
27 Fri. 
28 Sat. 
Baseball (vs. Eastern Kentucky) 
Men ' s Tennis (at Eastern Kentucky) 
Football (Scrimmage at Pikeville) 
Men ' s Golf (at Murray State Intercollegiate) 
Women's Tennis (Southern Ill .-Edwardsville at Louisville) 
Baseball (vs . Youngstown , 2) 
Men ' s Golf (at Murray State Intercollegiate) 
Women ' s Tennis (E. Tenn . & Roan St . at Johnson City , TN) 
Baseball (vs. Youngstown State) 
Men ' s Golf (at Murray State Intercollegiate) 
Women 's Tennis (Radford & Tenn .-Chatt. at Johnson City) 
Men ' s Golf (Xavier Intercollegiate at Cincinnati , OH) 
Softball (at Ohio Un iversity) 
Men ' s Tennis (vs . Louisville) 
Baseball (vs. Eastern Kentucky) 
Basebal l (at Eastern Kentucky) 
Softball (vs . Ken t u cky)* 
Women ' s Tennis (at Wright State) 
Women ' s Tennis (at Notre Dame) 
Men ' s Golf (at Louisville Intercollegiate) 
Women ' s Tennis (at Bowling Green) 
Baseball (at Akron , 2) 
Men 's Gol f (at Louisville Intercollegiate) 
Softba ll (vs. Tennessee Tech)* 
Baseball (at Akron) 
Baseball (at Eastern Kentucky) 
Women ' s Tennis (vs . Kentucky) 
Basebal l (vs. Eastern Kentucky) 
Men ' s Tennis (vs . Austin Peay) 
Football (Scrimmage at Site to be Announced) 
3 p . m. 
2 p . m. 
TBA 
TBA 
3 p . m. 
1 p.m. 
TBA 
2 p .m. 
1 p . m. 
TBA 
10 a . m. 
TBA 
3 p.m. 
2 p . m. 
3 p . m. 
3 p . m. 
4 p . m. 
2 p.m. 
3 p.m. 
TBA 
2 p . m. 
1 p . m. 
TBA 
2 p . m. 
1 p.m. 
3 p .m. 
3 p.m. 
3 p.m. 
1 p . m. 
Men ' s Golf (Maryland Intercollegiate at Coll ege Park , MD) TBA 
Softball (at Charl eston) TBA 
Women ' s Tennis (Hosts OVC Championships) 9 a.m. 
Baseball (at Youngstown State , 2) 
Men's Golf (Maryland Intercollegiate at Coll ege Park , MD) 
Softball (at Charleston) 
Women ' s Tennis (Hosts OVC Championships) 
(more) 
1 p.m. 
TBA 
TBA 
9 a . m. 
MSU 1984 Spring Sports Schedule 4-4-4-4-4 
APRIL - cont. 
29 Sun. 
30 Mon . 
MAY 
2 Wed. 
3 Thu. 
4 Fri. 
5 Sat . 
6 Sun . 
14 Mon . 
15 Tue . 
16 Wed . 
Baseball (at Youngstown State) 
Softbal l (at Oakland City Col lege) 
Softball (at Kentucky State) 
Softball (vs. Ohio University)* 
Softball (vs. Wilmington College)* 
Baseball (at Xavier , 2) 
Men ' s Golf (Wildcat Classic at Lexington) 
Women ' Tennis (vs . Wright State) 
Football (Blue/Gold Game) 
Men ' s Golf (Wildcat Classic at Lexington) 
Basebal l (at Louisville, 2) 
Men ' s Golf (Wildcat Classic at Lexington) 
Baseball (OVC Championships at Southern Div. Winner) 
Men ' s Golf (OVC Championships at Middle Tennessee) 
Men ' s Tennis (OVC Championships at Youngstown , OH) 
Baseba l l (OVC Championships at Southern Div . Winner) 
Men's Golf (OVC Championships at Middle Tennessee) 
Men's Tennis (OVC Championships at Youngstown , OH) 
Baseball (OVC Championships at Southern Div . Winner) 
* Softball game to be played at Morehead City Park 
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GAME NOTES 
Murray State Racers (14-10, 7-5 OVC) 
vs. Morehead State Eag les (20-5, 10-2 OVC) 
Saturday , February 25, 1984, 7:30 p.m. 
Academic-Athletic Center (7,000) 
GAME 26 
THIS IS IT: With last night's (or this morning's) Youngstown State win 
over Tennessee Tech by a score of 80-65, the conference race moves 
into the home stretch with the Eagles ahead by a neck. Morehead 
State now owns a half-game lead over Tech. Meanwhile, the Penguins 
have consolidated their hold on third place and Murray stands a 
game behind in fourth. With a win tonight, the Eagles can euarantee 
themselves a share of the regular season conference championship and 
the home-site advantage in the post-season tournament, which will be 
held on March 9-10. 
IF IT HAPPENS: If the Eagles win tonight, the seedings for the post-season 
tournament will take sharp focus. Ironically, the teams that played 
today would be pitted against one another again. Youngstown State 
would take on Tennessee Tech in the first game on March 9, while 
Morehead State would meet Murray State in the second game. 
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY: This is the 100th 
two schools . Murray State holds 
Both Wayne Martin and Ron Greene 
Greene holds an 8-4 advantage in 
teams. 
meeting on the hardwood between these 
a 61~38 advantage in the series. 
entered the OVC the same year . .. 
skirmishes with Martin-coached Eagle 
LAST GAME: January 21, 1984, Racer Arena, Murray, Kentucky. The Eagles 
scored 53 second-half points to overcome a 37-point performance by 
Racer standout Lamont Sleets and record an 87-76 win before 5,524 
Murray State loyalists. Down 37-34 at the half, the Eagles were 
down 51-43 with 13 : 10 left when they began their run. Morehead 
State took the lead for good when Eddie Childress bagged two free 
throws to make the score 63-62 with 7:04 left . Childress reached 
a personal landmark moments later when he stepped out, batted a 
Racer pass away, and charged downcourt to slam-dunk his l,OOOth 
career point at Morehead State. The box score from this game is 
on the last game of these notes . 
LAST TIME OUT : Morehead State kept itself in the running for the OVC title 
with a hard-fought 85-75 win over a pesky Austin Peay squad . Murray 
State continued its road woes with a 71-54 loss to Eastern Kentucky 
in Richmond. 
BUSSES ARE BAD NEWS : The Racers are having problems in road games this 
year, having compiled a 2-9 record outside the confines of Racer Arena. 
HOME SWEET HOME: At home in the AAC, the Eagles have fashioned a 36-4 
record over the last three years, a . 900 winning percentage . Since 
moving to the east end of campus to play when they went to Wetherby 
Gymnasium during the 1956-57 season, the Eagles have shaped a 259-74 
slate, good for a .778 percentage . Since losing to Middle Tennessee 
on Jan. 12, the Eag les have won seven straight in the AAC . 
FIVE DOUBLES : The Eagle s boast five players who are averaging in double 
figures in OVC play . Earl Harrison leads the pack with 13 . 8, 
followed by Jeff Tipton (13.0), Guy Minnifield (11.5) , Arthur 
Sullivan (10.9), and Eddie Childress (10.6). 
SLEETS SIDELINED: Murray State' s leading scorer, Lamont Sleets, is 
suffering from an aggravated contusion to the sciatic nerve, which 
has resulted in numbness in his legs. As a result, he has not dressed 
since receiving the injury against Tennessee State on Feb . 13. 
WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?: Murray State wraps its home season on Monday 
when it hosts Southeastern Louisiana in Racer Arena. The Racers 
close the regular season with a game at Austin Peay on Saturday, 
March 3. The Eagles will take a break before hosting Eastern Kentucky 
in an OVC Friday Night Live contest on March 2 to close the regular 
season. 
TONIGHT'S OFFICIALS: Phil Greer and Willard Smith. 
ELSEWHERE IN THE OVC: Austin Peay at Eastern Kentucky; Middle Tennessee 
at Akron . 
THE REST OF THE YEAR IN THE OVC: MONDAY--Southeast Louisiana at Murray 
State. TUESDAY--Tennessee State at Austin Peay . WEDNESDAY--Tennessee 
Tech at Georgia Southern. THURSDAY--Youngstown State at North 
Carolina-Wilmington. FRIDAY--EASTERN KENTUCKY AT MOREHEAD STATE (TV) . 
SATURDAY--Illinois-Chicago at Akron, Murray State at Austin Peay, 
Tennessee Tech at Middle Tennessee. 
PROBABLE STARTERS: 
Morehead State Murray State 
No Ht Name Avg Pos No Ht Name Avg 
33 6-6 Eddie Childress 9.3 F 21 6-4 Craig Talley 11. 5 
42 6-7 Earl Harrison 12 . 5 F 35 6-7 Vada Martin 10 . 9 
32 6-11 Jeff Tipton 12.1 C 50 6-11 Mike Lahm 7.9 
3 6-2 Guy Minnifield 12.0 G 22 6-3 Brian Stewart 8 . 8 
12 6-2 Jeff Fultz 4 . 8 G 44 6-4 Craig Jones 8 . 3 
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JUCO LINEMAN SIGNS WITH EAGLES 
MOREHEAD, Ky.- - -John Werdell, an offensive lineman from Harper 
Junior College in suburban Chicago, has committed to play football for 
the Morehead State Eagles and coach Bill Baldridge. 
Werdell, a 6-1, 255-pound offensive guard, is the second Harper player 
to j oin the MSU ranks this spring. He joins quarterback Jeff McGuire, 
who earned Junior College All-American honors behind Werdell ' s protection. 
The second offensive lineman the Eagles have acquired this year, 
Werdell becomes the largest Eagle player at his position. He wi ll lend 
experience to a line that started four freshmen most of the 1983 season. 
Werdell received al l-conference, all-region, and all-area honors while 
ooosting Harper to a berth in the Midwest Bowl last year. A graduate of 
Maine South High Schoool, he is a native of Park Ridge, Ill . 
FORMER EAGLE GOOCH STARTS IN USFL 
Former MSU linebacker Dan Gooch has earned a starting assignment with 
the Birmingham Stallions of the United States Football League. 
Gooch graduated from MSU in 1983. He led the Ohio Valley Conference 
in tackles with 169 during the 1982 season. 
The Stallions lost their season ooener to the New Jersey Generals, 
17-6, and will travel to Los Angeles to play the Express on March 4 . 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
OVC TOURNAMENT PAIRINGS SET FOR MOREHEAD SITE 
In the wake of l ast weekend ' s OVC action, the site and pairings for 
the conference post-season tournament have been determined. 
Morehead State University will host the tournament, with the Eagles 
assured of no less than a tie for the regular season title . MSU will 
play Murray State, the conference ' s fourth-place finisher, in the second 
game on Friday , March 9. Tip-off is slated for 9:15 p.m. 
The first game will pit the second-place finisher, Tennessee Tech, 
against third-place Youngstown State. The two will do battle in the 
t ourney's first game, with will beg in at 7 p.m . on March 9. 
The winners of the semi-final games will vie for the championship and 
the OVC's automatic NCAA qualifying berth at 7:30 p.m . on Saturday, 
March 10 . 
Ticket information is available from the MSU Athletic Office, 
(606) 783-2088. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
OVC TOURNAME NT PAIRINGS SET FOR MOREHEAD SITE 
In the wake of last weekend's OVC action , the site and pairings for 
the conference post-season tournament have been determined. 
Morehead State University will host the tournament, with the Eagles 
assured of no less than a tie for the regular season title. MSU will 
play Murray State, the conference 's fourth-place finisher, in the second 
game on Friday, March 9 . Tip-off is slated for 9:15 p.rn. 
The first game will pit the second-place finisher, Tennessee Tech , 
against third-place Youngstown State. The two will do battle in the 
tourney's first game, with will begin at 7 p.m. on March 9. 
The winners of the semi-final games will vie for the championship and 
1e OVC's automat ic NCAA qualifying berth at 7:30 p.m. on Saturday, 
March 10. 
Ticket information is available from the MSU Athletic Office , 
(606) 783-2088. 
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EAGLES TACKLE EASTERN FOR OVC TITLE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ··--With a share of the Ohio Valley Conference regular 
season title and home court advantage in the post-season tournament tucked 
securely under their belts, the Morehead State Eagles wil l hos t arch--rival 
Eastern Kentucky in a Friday Night Live struggle which could give MSU iLs 
first undisputed OVC championship. 
The MSU-EKU game will be broadcast over the OVC network, with tip -off 
slated for 11:30 p.m . EST. 
Morehead State gained first place in the tigh t league race over the 
weekend when Tennessee Tech, who entered weekend ac tion tied with the Eagles , 
ost a Friday Night Live game at Youngs town State. The Eagl es t ook a 71 - 64 
decision over Murray State to tighten their grip on the top . 
Now 21-5 overall and 11-2 in the OVC, coach Wayne Martin and h i s 
charges will attempt to hang up MSU's best-ever conference r ecord. Wi t h 
a win over EKU, the Eagles would record the first 12-2 title performance 
since former OVC member Western Kentucky achieved the feat during the 
1980-81 seas on. MSU's 21 wins s urpasses the schoo l record of 19, which 
was equalled last year. 
Eastern comes t o Morehead St a t e wi th an 11-15 overall record and 
a 5-8 OVC mark. The fifth-place finish the Colonels are locked into 
is an improvement over the last-place s pot the conference coaches reserved 
for coach Max Good's young team during pre- seas on prognostication. 
-more-
EAGLES TACKLE EASTERN FOR OVC TITLE 2- 2- 2-2 - 2 
Heading the list of youthful t alent the Colonels boast is freshman 
guard Antonio Parris. The odds-on favorite for the OVC's Rookie of the 
Year award , Parris i s tied for third in conference scor ing with an 18.3 
average. In the Eagles' 65-60 win a t Richmond on Feb. 4, Parris bombed 
in 22 points in the first half and ended the game with 24. 
Providing ample rebounding power for EKU are forward Phil Hill and 
center John Primm. The duo combined for a total of 18 rebounds in the 
first meeting of the two schools this year. 
Only one senior, Dexter Santos, plays for EKU, while MSU is laden 
with senior talent. Seven seniors, including four in their fif th year, 
have powered the Eagles to their l ofty status and provide a solid core 
of experience to draw from. 
Leading MSU i s forward Earl Harrison, who has surged after a sluggish 
start to lead the Eagles in scoring (12 .6 per game) and rebounding (7.7). 
With a 20-point performance against Austin Peay and a 27-poin t 
showing against Murray State, guard Guy Minnifield has moved back into 
second place in the Eagle scoring parade with a 12.5 average, just one 
point behind Harrison. 
Although seventh among in the seniors in scoring , guard Jeff Fultz is 
approa ching a high-water mark of his own. With 153 assists this year, 
he is only 16 shy of t he school record of 169, set by Howard Wallen during · 
the 1971-72 season. 
The EKU game will be the regular season finale for the seven Eagle 
seniors: Harrison, from Lindenwold, NJ ; Minnifield, from Lexington; 
Fultz, from Richmond; Ar~hur Sullivan, from Shelbyville; Jeff Tipton , 
from Ashland; Eddie Childress, from Muncie, Ind . ; and Jeff Tucker, from 
Philadelphia , Pa. 
-more-
OVC TOURNAMENT PAIRINGS SET FOR MOREHEAD SI TE 
In the wake of last weekend's OVC action, the site and pairings for 
the conference post-season tournament have been determined . 
Morehead State University will host the tournament, with the Eag les 
assured of no less than a tie for the regular season title. MSU will 
play Murray State, the conference's fourth-place finisher, in the second 
game on Friday, March 9. Tip-off is slated for 9:15 p .m. 
The first game will pit the second-place finisher, Tennessee Tech, 
against third-place Youngstown State. The two will do battle in the 
tourney's first game , with will begin at 7 p.m. on March 9. 
The winners of the semi-final games will vie for the championship and 
the OVC's automat ic NCAA qualifying berth at 7:30 p.m. on Saturday , 
March 10. 
Ticket information is available from the MSU Athletic Office, 
(606) 783-2088. 
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LADY EAGLES WRAP UP REGULAR SEASON 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Most observers felt the game of the year for the 
Morehead State women's basketball team may have occurred Jan. 12th, 
when the Lady Eagles knocked off Ohio Valley Conference pre-season 
favorite Middle Tennessee, 56-53. According to Lady Eagle head 
coach Mickey Wells, though, the biggest game of the 1983-84 campaign 
is Friday , March 2, against intrastate rival Eastern Kentucky . 
"This game has a lot of significance as far as who we will 
play in the tournament . We need this win because it will give us 
a third-place finish in the conference standings," said Wells. 
The Lady Eagles sport an 8-5 record in the OVC and a 15-11 
record overall, one game behind Eastern Kentucky, which currently 
holds down the third spot in the conference race. A win by the 
Lady Eagles in the 8 p . m. clash would secure MSU third place . 
The tournament, which will be held March 6 and 7, will be 
held at Middle Tennessee or Tennessee Tech, depending upon the 
outcome of this Saturday's matchup between the two rivals . 
A third-place finish would guarantee the Lady Eagles a 
semi-final berth opposite the host team. 
In the initial meeting between MSU and the Lady Colonels, a 
three-point play by freshman forward Bernice Linner with just over 
three minutes remaining propelled the Lady Eagles to a 51-50 win in 
Richmond. The Lady Eagle skipper knows EKU will be ready to return 
the favor in the season finale. 
"Eastern Kentucky has a very good team and we were very fortunate 
to beat them at home," Wells said . "I'm sure they would like to come 
in here and return the favor because winning third place means a lot 
-more-
LADY EAGLES WRAP UP REGULAR SEASON 2-2-2-2 
to both teams. " 
The f ina l regular s eason outing for the Lady Eagles will mark 
the last appearance at the Academic-Athletic Center for two MSU 
seniors , Lynn Miley and Rita Berry . 
Miley, a 6-1 forward from Sarahsville, Ohio, is fourth on the 
team in scoring with a 6.8 average and is third in rebounding with 
2 . 5 boards per game. 
Berry , a 5-7 guard from Pee Wee Valley, Ky., leads the Lady Eagles 
in assists with 134 and is rated highly in the OVC in the playmaking 
category. Berry is third on the team in scoring with 7.0 points a 
game and is averaging 5.1 assists a contest . 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
OVC TOURNAMENT PAIRINGS SET FOR MOREHEAD SITE 
In the wake of last weekend' s OVC action, the site and pairings for 
the conference post-season tournament have been determined. 
Morehead State Univer sity wi ll host the tournament, with the Eagles 
assured of no less than a tie for the regular season title. MSU will 
play Murray State, the conference's fourth-place finisher, in the second 
game on Friday, March 9. Tip-off is slated for 9:15 p.m. 
The first game will pit the second-place finisher, Tennessee Tech, 
against third-place Youngstown State. The two will do battle in the 
tourney's first game, with will begin at 7 p.m. on March 9 . 
The winners of the semi-final games will vie for the championship and 
te OVC' s automatic NCAA qualifying berth at 7:30 p.m . on Saturday, 
March 10. 
Ticket information is available from the MSU Athletic Office , 
(606) 783-2088. 
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JUCO LINEMAN SIGNS WITH EAGLES 
MOREHEAD, Ky .---John Werdell, an offensive lineman from Harper 
Junior College in suburban Chicago, has committed to play football for 
the Morehead State Eagles and coach Bill Baldridge. 
Werdell , a 6-1 , 255 - pound offensive guard, is the s econd Harper player 
to join the MSU ranks this spring. He j oins quarterback Jeff McGuire, 
who earned Junior College All-American honors behind Werdell's protec t ion. 
The second offensive lineman the Eagles have acquired this year, 
Werdell becomes the largest Eagle player a t his pos i tion. He will lend 
experience to a line that started four freshmen most of the 1983 season. 
Werdell received all-conference, all-r eg i on, and all-area honors whi le 
_costing Harper to a berth in the Midwest Bowl last year. A graduate of 
Ma ine South High Schoool , he is a native of Park Ri dge, Ill. 
FORMER EAGLE GOOCH STARTS IN USFL 
Former MSU linebacker Dan Gooch has earned a starting assignment with 
the Birmingham Stallions of the United States Football League. 
Gooch gradua ted from MSU in 1983. He led the Ohio Valley Conference 
in tackles with 169 during the 1982 season. 
The Stallions lost their season ooener to the New Jersey Generals, 
17 - 6, and will travel to Los Angeles to play the Expr ess on March 4. 
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LADY EAGLES WRAP UP REGULAR SEASON 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Most observers felt the g ame of the y ear for the 
Mor ehead State women ' s basketball team may have occur red Jan . 12th, 
when the Lady Eagles knocked off Ohio Valley Conference pre-season 
favorite Middle Tennessee, 56-53 . According to Lady Eagle h ead 
coach Mickey Wells, though, the biggest game of the 1983-84 campaign 
is Friday, March 2, against intrastate rival Eastern Kentucky. 
"This game has a lot of s ignificance as far as who we will 
play in the tournament . We need this win because it will give us 
a third-place finish in the conference standings," said Wells. 
The Lady Eagles sport an 8-5 record in the OVC and a 15-11 
record overall, one game behind Eastern Kentucky, which currently 
holds down the t hird spot in the confere nce race. A win by the 
Lady Eagles in the 8 p.m. clash would secure MSU third place . 
The tournament, which will be held March 6 and 7, will be 
held at Middle Tennessee or Tennessee Tech, depending upon the 
outcome of this Saturday 's matchup between the two rivals . 
A third-p l ace finish would guarantee the Lady Eagles a 
semi-final berth opposite the host team. 
In the initial meeting between MSU and the Lady Colonels, a 
three-point play by freshman forward Berni ce Linner with just over 
three minutes remaining propelled the Lady Eagles to a 51-50 win in 
Richmond . The Lady Eagle skipper knows EKU will be ready to return 
the favor in the season finale. 
"Eastern Kentucky has a very good team and we were very fortunate 
to beat them at home," Wel l s said. "I ' m sure they wou ld like to come 
in here and return the favor because winning third place means a lot 
- more-
LADY EAGLES WRAP UP REGULAR SEASON 2-2-2-2 
to both teams." 
The final regular season outing for the Lady Eagles will mark 
the last appearance at the Academic- Athletic Center for two MSU 
seniors, Lynn Miley and Rita Berry. 
Miley, a 6-1 forward from Sarahsville, Ohio, is f ourth on the 
team in scoring with a 6.8 average and is third in rebounding with 
2.5 b oards per game. 
Berry, a 5-7 guard from Pee Wee Valley, Ky., leads the Lady Eagles 
in as s ists wi th 134 and is rated highly in the OVC in the playmaking 
category. Berry is third on the team in scoring with 7.0 points a 
game and is averaging 5 . 1 assists a contest . 
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OVC TOURNAMENT PRICES SET 
MOREHEAD, Ky . ---The Ohio Valley Conference and Morehead State 
University have announced ticket prices for the 1984 OVC Basketball 
Tournament, which will be held on the MSU campus March 9-10 . 
Tickets will be sold by the book only, which will include tickets 
for both the Friday and Saturday sessions . No individual game tickets will 
be sold to the general public. 
Chairback seats will cost $20 per book, while bleacher seats will be 
$15 per book. A student with a valid University student ID may purchase 
a bleacher seat on an individual game basis, with tickets priced at $4 each. 
The tentative date for sale of the tickets is Monday, March 5, at 
8:30 a.m. For more information on tickets, contact the MSU Athletic Office 
at (606) 783-2088 . 
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1983-84 LADY EAGLE B :>KETBALL ST A TISflCS :-
Overall Record: 15-11 
Name G-GS Min FGM-FGA 
Connie 
APPELMAN 26-26 864 155-293 
26 GAMES 
Home Record: 8-5 
FG% FTM-FTA FT% 
.529 37-50 . 740 
Reb 
116 
Away Record: 7-6 
Avg PF-D As St To 
4 . 4 63-2 48 31 51 
OVC Record: 8-5 
Blk TP Avg Hi 
8 347 13.3 21 
Bernice 
LINNER 
Rita 
BERRY 
Lynn 
MILEY 
25-21 686 109-228 .478 38-57 
26-25 821 80-165 .484 24-46 
26-21 646 73-165 .442 32-44 
.667 143 5. 7 69 - 0 37 17 89 1 256 10.2 18 
.521 66 2.5 63-3 134 45 87 3 184 7.0 20 
.727 114 4.4 70-3 44 31 71 0 178 6.8 16 
. 584 118 4.5 76-5 22 22 57 13 163 6.2 22 
Loni 
GUILETTE 26-18 560 66-145 . 455 31-53 
Teresa 
RUBY 
Melissa 
25-2 319 33-70 
IRETON 26-4 326 28-79 
Penny 
TEEGARDEN 23-0 198 17-59 
Teri 
HADDOX 
Janice 
23-4 161 16-36 
TOWLES 22-2 191 19-49 
September 
COLBERT 19-2 125 12-31 
Tiphanie 
BATES 23-0 173 11-47 
Priscilla 
* BLACKFORD 5-5 155 47-78 
*no longer on squad 
.471 22-30 
.354 17-30 
.288 20-35 
.444 19-26 
.387 10-16 
. 375 7-12 
.234 6-15 
. 603 20-26 
.733 
. 556 
. 571 
.730 
. 625 
.583 
.400 
. 769-
35 1.4 16-0 52 17 35 1 
76 2.9 32-0 10 4 23 11 
33 1.4 25-0 9 5 15 3 
35 1 . 5 23-0 1 5 23 9 
88 3.5 11 
73 2.8 12 
54 2.3 8 
51 2.2 7 
34 1.5 8-0 16 11 17 2 48 2.2 12 
25 1.3 10-0 3 5 17 0 31 1 . 7 11 
19 0.8 9-0 9 7 26 1 28 1.2 7 
67 13.4 11-0 5 7 11 4 114 22.8 33 
+Team Rebounds: MSU 102/61 dead ball 
Opp 81/53 dead ball 
+4 team turnovers 
+included in team totals 
MSU 
Opp 
26 
26 
5225 666- 1445 . 460 283-440 . 643 983 37.8 475-13 390 207 522 56 1615 62.1 82 
5225 651-1552 .419 303-432 . 701 869 33.4 448-14 276 231 427 49 1605 61. 7 90 
Rebounding Margin +4.4 Scoring Margin +0.4 
Morehead State Lady Eagle Basketball Results 
e Opponent Results Top Scorer Top Rebounder 
' 26 Ohio State L 64-39 Blackford (11) Blackford (12) ··- ... 
Nov. 28 at Ohio University W 73-62 Blackford (33) Blackford (14) 
Dec. 2 +Alcorn State W 67-66 Blackford (22) Blackford (18) 
Dec. 3 +Mississippi State L 67-61 Blackford (23) Blackford (10) 
Dec. 6 Charleston W 82-73 Blackford (2 7) Blackford (13) 
Dec. 13 Louisville W 57-51 Linner (14) Linner (9) 
Dec. 15 Marshall W 70-57 Linner (14) Linner (10) 
J an. 12 *Middle Tennessee W 56-53 Linner (18) Berry (6) 
Jan. 13 *Tennessee Tech L 58-53 Appelman (14) Linner (11) 
Jan. 16 Virginia Tech L 75-61 Appelman (21) Linner (8) 
Jan. 19 *at Austin Peay L 64-51 Appelman (16) Miley (7) 
Jan . 21 *at Murray State (OT) W 66-63 Appelman (14) Miley (8) 
J an . 24 at Northern Kentucky W 54-49 Miley (16) Guilette (7) 
J an. 26 *at Youngstown State L 68-59 Appelman (14) Guilette (10) 
J an . 28 *at Akron W 62-39 Linner (18) Appelman (8) 
Jan. 31 at Cincinnati L 72-65 Appel; Linner (18) Appelman (9) 
Feb . 3 Western Carolina W 74-57 Berry (20) Appelman (13) 
Feb. 4 *at Eastern Kentucky W 51-50 Linner (17) Miley (7) 
Feb. 9 *Youngstown State W 64-57 Appelman (18) Linner (12) 
Feb. 11 *Ak·ron W 65-51 Linner (13) Appelman (11) 
Feb . 13 at Western Kentucky L 71-55 Appelman (16) Guilette (7) 
Feb . 16 *at Middle Tennessee L 68-49 Ireton (12) Ireton (11) 
Feb. 18 *at Tennessee Tech W 63-58 Berry (18) Linner (9) 
Feb. 21 Western Kentucky L 90-66 Appelman (17) Miley (6) 
F~l-.. 23 *Austin Peay W 73-57 Appel; Guil. (18) Towles (10) 
] 25 *Murray State L 81-80 Guilette (18) Guilette (9) 
Mar. 2 *Eastern Kentucky 
Mar. 6- 7 *at Ohio Valley Conference tournament 
+at Mississippi State Tournament, Starkville, MS 
*Ohio Valley Conference game 
MOREHEAD STATE SINGLE GAME HIGHS 
Individual 
Points 33, Blackford vs. Ohio U. 
FG Made 15, Blackford vs. Ohio U. 
FG Att 21, Blackford vs. Ohio U. 
FT Made 9, Appelman vs. Virginia Tech 
FT Att 13, Appelman vs. Virginia Tech 
Rebounds 18, Blackford vs. Alcorn State 
Team 
82, vs . Charleston 
35, vs. Murray State (2) 
73, vs. · Murray State (2) 
24, vs. Virginia Tech 
36, vs. Virginia Tech 
52, vs. Akron (2) 
As sists 11, Berry vs. Ohio University 
Steals 5, Appelman vs. Tennessee Tech (2) 
Blk Shots 4, Guilette vs. Ohio University 
Turnovers 8, Miley, Berry vs. Ohio University 
26, vs. Youngstown State (1) 
16, vs. Northern Kentucky 
FG% .900, (9-10), Berry vs . Western Carolina 
FT% . 800, (8-10), Linner vs. Marshall 
Fouls -----
TEAM LOWS 
Morehead State 
Points 39, v s . Ohio State 
F lade 15, vs. Ohio State 
Fu l"\.tt 40, vs. Tennessee Tech 
FT Made 2, v s. Northern Kentucky 
FT Att 7' vs. Youngstown State (1) 
Rebounds 29, vs. Youngstown State (1) 
f'G%.._. . 300 (15 - 50) vs. Ohio State 
7, vs. Ohio University 
29, vs. Mississippi State 
.578, (33-57) vs. Ohi o U. 
.875, (7-8) vs . Miss. St., Ohi 
26, vs. Western Kentucky (2) 
O~ponents 
3 ~ by Akron ( I) 
17, by Akron ( 1) ' Northern Ky. 
45, by Northern Kentucky 
4, by EKU (1) 
8, by Akron (1) 
16, by Akron (1 ) 
. 347 (17- 49) by Akron (1) 
-· ---=-- .... -- . 
- . ,. 
, --:• ..;' 
E.\STI:P.N KCN'TUCKY UNIVf.RSlfY 
19KH;.4 W0!.1EN'S BA5 1( ETBALL ST ,UfSTICS 
f),~1 : lb- H). OVC: : !H 
NA.MF. G MlN f GM Fe.,.~ Pel flM TTA PcT RE.8 A'✓G A 10 Jj.,S ST Pf--ll TP AVG 
Tii'\.I 
COTTL E -..>6 69§ 162 2S-0 .579 18 106 .i36 2.µ 9.-4 l4 66 15 -4$ gs,7 401 1S.S 
LI'-
GOODIN 21 12!- 102 n s 414 \16 140 .8~9 77 3.7 so 96 0 35 56-2 320 1.S.:2 
Sitwmon 
BRADY 26 903 97 19) .497 53 19 .b11 159 6.1 ll 70 • 40 D-6 247 9.S 
MM-gy 
SJ-if L 1 ON 2-4 &~2 67 157 .427 3:1 64 .Sl6 132 s s I! d l 12 53-~ 167 7.0 
~u -PAl£ 26 594 62 lb2 ,!83 28 4,,t .M6 95 3.7 42 _◄S .. 19 5;.3 152 s.a 
f rtdl 
HAGAN )6 533 64 15i :424 22 29 .7.59 26 1.0 ss 51 l 27 -49--0 1)() S.8 
~r~; 
HANEY )' 562 S4 B2 .400 29 l3 .179 6) i .6 .-s .. , 1 $ 1S-O 131 .S. l 
v.~ 
ltOH()N 26 ~9 16 so .320 21 33 .6.36 56 l.2 9 ts 1 .s 29,-1 53 2.0 
Vin I 
MARSHEL " ~ 3 16 .,u 8 13 .61 S 12 l.1 
; 2 3 21-1 u l .3 
~ 
EYA~-- - 7l 346 r .. 28 .l79 s 7 .714 9 0 4 » 36 0 13 21-0 15 0.1 
l 0ti 
i. UNT 'N ( '· (l (:/ 
I V· " -. :) 
, 1-0 {) .... . 
TeMn 5 
Ce.db.a.II 
6;KU 
TOTALS 6.32 1406 .450 393 550 . 71 5 999 j8.-4 331 ◄ 79 28 208 481-22 Hi57 63.7 
\ 
°"' ro·t~LS 26 678 Hl2 .457 116 370 .6l1 870 3),$ 393 ◄~ 1◄ 232 ~06-lS 1$.82 60.8 
.. 
OVER 
\ 
· - . °# 
1Fflful NCAA BASKS rLAl L fjQ )~ ::·co RE Date ,,2-~ Bi _Site ,f~a,:14 knr<& 
'ISfTORS (Last Name, First) 
lo. ,f/!jj!J(;(} ~71171£ (f_J--7)71:3. t=G _!GA r T FT A REB PF 
~~1!5!=...t~~~!S__ t _K_ 3 
f ~ 
--+";..;.LL;~,:,,:.,.=='--- -- -~-L.......--1--==--11-
10 
C 
9 
TEAM REBOUNDS (fnolJded In Totals} 
TOTALS ;;2.3 
FG %: 1et Half '$1 :/Ig 
FT 4)1;: 1st Halt - 4 
;_ ~",r--- J.6~---·~~0-8'. /- _\,., -.., G 
• L ,~-~ - - --, , . If.:> * -.,.~ > 4Ciz-,,.,..,...~) - f -3 %1. 
'K ..s,, .. - ,_ }A ) k - """.,:.' f J 
# ~ l"bT"Y..t C 7 
2' ~ I"' - - ,') '7"A 9 ;:;-·-·--·-
)3 .l(«,,,n-~J .r-._ .~ 9 0 
::13 UrtHJW ~ ... I 
JI lA'I- -~ -- -''- ,...,:, 1 II • I 
12 ~ ,1--~.J 0 
'3' •1 ,rnt1 /L -'- r,r/r:c 2 
. . 
TI;AM REBOUNDS (lncluded In Totals) 
TOT,\ LS 23 
FG.A. :"FT FTA - REB Pf 
g' J I 2 ~ 
~ /) /') -~ ~ 
JS 0 , JI ;!'/ . 
/:2- I :;i_ /o :z_ 
0 0 D J _1 
J f) I J I 
8" 0 I') 0 -~ 
;2 0 /J I') J 
3 J~ 4 J I 
..3 
_g[) 21 
TP A · TO BLK 
Tfl A TO BU< S MIN 
7 (.) 
2.. 
Fl 0 
JI s 0 
/) t) 
:2-. C? 0 
~ :z 0 
I D D 0 0 ....s-
A 0 ;;_ 0 :z :Zl) 
l~ 53 4 9 I 10 I 14, I I I g-- l;2a 
FG %: 1st Hall _/,2.:@ d<?J2 2nd Halt Jl- .:,1.;5 ~7, 8' Game ..;1..J.~ ~3, 1/ Deadball 
FT ~:.: 1st Hall _ 1-1 $0 _ 2nd Half 3-S alJ,O Game4~ 9 ?/4r1 Rebounds _ ;2 _ _ 
OFFICIALS· ~ ~ ~ -c...;~ =4¥.,.__;;::;~~~'-------
Technical Fouts· ____ _ 
Attendance Br: 3f0 _ _Coy tlnt:orml Co!l.Jg,at , Al,1tati~ A~.1oclallon 1976 
SCORE lW PEP.10 0S 1st Ii. 2nd H. QT OT FINAL 
C~ I~ l ~II I I! 
